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‘Sweal, swale …Old English swælan weak transitive burn, related to OE. swelan strong 

intransitive burn (which may in part be also the source of this word) = Middle and modern Low 

German swelen singe, wither (of grass), make hay, etc., Old Norse svæla smoke out…1. trans. To 

consume with fire, burn; to set fire to (e.g. gorse, etc., soot in a chimney; to singe, scorch.  2. intr. 

To burn with fire, or as a fire, to be consumed with fire; to be scorched; to be burning hot. Middle 

English…’ [The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles Vol. II, 3
rd

 edn, 

1973; see also Wright,1898-1905,  862, 873]. 

 

Cover photo: Authorised swaling near Houndtor, April 2002 (© Chris Kelland) 
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PART I 

1. Introduction 
The burning of moorland vegetation, known as swaling, is one of the most dramatic 

sights to be encountered on Dartmoor today – leaping flames extending over a wide area, 

crackling sounds, and drifting smoke with, hopefully, some humans in attendance. But 

the practice has, for many years, perhaps always, been the subject of controversy, with 

serious questions raised about how it is controlled, and about its effect on the moorland 

landscape and vegetation, and on breeding birds and other wildlife. 

  This report, which is the product of approximately three weeks’ work, brings together 

for the first time all accessible published references to swaling on Dartmoor, presented in 

a chronological sequence. Its aim is to provide a body of data which will be of value to 

practitioners and future researchers as a context for modern policies and practice, and as a 

quarry of useful information. Research for the report has been funded by English Nature 

and Dartmoor National Park Authority. 

  Search has been made in various libraries – the University of Exeter, the Westcountry 

Studies Library (Exeter), Plymouth Local Studies Library, English Nature (Exeter), 

Dartmoor National Park Authority (Bovey Tracey), the Duchy of Cornwall Office 

(Princetown), and the Dartmoor Commoners’ Council (Tavistock).  It has not been the 

purpose of this report to make a comprehensive search of record offices for manuscript 
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material, but some documentary material, where easily accessible, has been included 

(especially that from the Duchy of Cornwall). In addition, thanks to the ‘Moor Memories’ 

project of Dartmoor National Park Authority, a significant body of oral evidence has been 

included. There is, of course, considerable scope for further research, especially in record 

offices and as oral history. A few examples have also been chosen from ‘literary’ sources 

– prose fiction or poems – and many more like these could probably be located. 

    This report includes a section (4) which looks at evidence for swaling on Dartmoor in 

prehistory. The bulk of the report (Sections 5 and 6) lists historical sources 

chronologically. Each source is given a unique number (in bold, in brackets) and is 

referred to by these numbers in the text below. 

 

The views expressed in this report are not necessarily those of English Nature or of 

Dartmoor National Park Authority. 

 

2. Previous work 
Three published studies have used the word ‘swaling’ in their title. The first, by Clement 

Pike,  appeared in 1926 in the Transactions of the Devonshire Association (Pike, 1926) – 

‘Swaling: the Word and the Custom in Life and Literature’. In 1970 S. D. Ward, A. G. 

Thomson and P. S. Davis (1970) wrote ‘A Brief Review of Swaling on Dartmoor’ which 

for the first time listed known fires over a four-year period, and S.D. Ward published 

‘The Management of Vegetation by Swaling’ in the Journal of the Devon Trust for 

Nature Conservation in 1972 (Ward, 1972). Ten pages of Douglas Gordon’s book 

Dartmoor in all its Moods (Gordon, 1931, 38-48) are devoted to what can be described as 

a diatribe against burning on the moor (67). The most recent survey of burning on 

Dartmoor was published in 1998 by S. Goodfellow under the title ‘The use, impact and 

control of fire on Dartmoor: an overview’ (Goodfellow, 1998). 

 

 

3. Discussion 
 What is immediately striking from the evidence presented below, is that the subject of 

swaling is complex, and that attitudes to it through time are by no means constant. 

   The word ‘swale’ is not historically unique to Devon as The English Dialect Dictionary 

(Wright, 1898-1905, 862, 873) reveals, but its modern usage on Dartmoor represents a 

surviving stronghold. Indeed, in the early twentieth century it was claimed that the term 

was unknown in North Devon (14). It is, however, a very ancient word, and it is good to 

know that the eighth century compiler of the great poem Beowulf was familiar with it, 

and used it to describe the singeing of a dragon (1)! 

   No published historical use of the term in a Dartmoor context has yet been found before 

1846 (13), but it is to be hoped that future documentary research will eventually uncover 

earlier specific usage. 

    

 Of great interest is the recent and widely published palaeoenvironmental work on 

analyses of peat cores from Dartmoor which have more or less consistently revealed a 

phase of intensive burning on Dartmoor in roughly the 6
th

 and 5
th

 millennia BC, which 

has been attributed to human influence. In 1993 Chris Caseldine and Jacqueline Hatton 

concluded, ‘Increasingly…the palaeoenvironmental evidence points toward a significant 
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impact by human [Mesolithic] communities on the higher slopes of both northern and 

southern Dartmoor’ (Caseldine & Hatton, 1993, 11), and Chris Caseldine reaffirmed this 

in 1999 saying, ‘Analyses of pollen and microscopic charcoal from sites at Black Ridge 

Brook, Pinswell and Bellever…have revealed a period of enhanced deposition of 

microscopic charcoal between 7700 and 6100 B.P. which is associated with a lowering of 

the treeline and extending blanket peat development. This has been interpreted as 

representing the impact of fire, used by Mesolithic communities as part of a strategy for 

improving game availability, at the ecotone between the upland woodland and open 

summit areas’ (Caseldine, 1999, 577-8).   

  Listed below are those sites on Dartmoor which have produced microscopic charcoal 

according to the published evidence. At the higher altitude sites, especially Black Ridge 

Brook, the evidence for an abrupt cessation of burning towards the end of the 5
th

 

millennium BC is very striking, but at the lower altitude site of Bellever, the evidence of 

charcoal continued later in the profile. 

  At Merrivale there is evidence for high levels of charcoal 4
th

 to mid-2
nd

 centuries BC, 

and also in the 9
th

 and 10
th

 centuries AD. 

  The potential for further detailed work on Dartmoor’s prehistoric vegetation and the 

influence of humans is very considerable, but the evidence accumulated so far indicates 

that some form of ‘swaling’ has been practised for approximately 8000 years. 

 

The earliest historic record of burning on Dartmoor dates to the end of the fourteenth 

century (5) and is complemented by two other mid-fifteenth century records (7) and (8). 

Intriguingly, these are all records of people being fined for burning illegally on the Forest 

of Dartmoor, which implies that there was a system of control, and specified rights, even 

then. However, there is no record of a right to swale until The Dartmoor Commons Act 

1985 (95) – (though see (78) re Hill Farming Act 1949). It may be that swaling was 

always assumed to be ‘good practice’ to improve the pasture, and thus did not need to be 

specified, unlike venville or other rights. In 1876 it was stated by the Duchy of Cornwall 

‘that the Commoners claim…a right by custom’ to swale (24), but in 1911 it was said that 

there is ‘no record of [Venville men at Belstone] ever having set up a formal claim [to 

swale] as a right’ (49). In 1918, it was said that a farmer at Postbridge ‘claims the right to 

burn in enclosures at any time of the year’(56). As was noted in 1986, the right to burn is 

‘deeply embedded within farming tradition’ on Dartmoor (97). 

 

From the mid-fifteenth century there exists an alarming (to the historian!) gap in the 

record of nearly four hundred years, until the mid-nineteenth century, before there is any 

further definite record of swaling. It is to be expected that documentary research will 

eventually fill this gap to some extent. Interestingly, in 1796 William Marshall (10) 

advocated burning on Dartmoor as a means of eliminating ‘heath’ (presumably heather) 

in order to improve the grassland – a view which has resonance with practice on 

Dartmoor in the second half of the 20
th

 century. Surprisingly, the great survey of 

agriculture in Devon by Charles Vancouver, published in 1808 (Vancouver, 1808) makes 

no mention of burning moorland vegetation. 

 

From the mid-nineteenth century to the present day, the record of swaling is continuous 

but its practice, and attitudes towards it, have been by no means consistent in that 
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relatively short period of some 150 years. The very first specific record (12) is 

particularly interesting on three accounts – first, that the extensive burning was taking 

place in the summer; secondly, that those engaged in it were turf cutters; and thirdly, that 

only a slight implied criticism, rather than a specific one, is made by the writer. 

    The fact that turf cutters burnt off the surface vegetation before cutting vags or deep 

turf is perhaps a rather surprising revelation. But it is clear that the practice, which was 

said to be ‘common’, survived until at least the late 1920s, and possibly later. Several 

sources make reference to it – (17), (18), (37), (61).  

  That the turf cutters were burning in summertime, which was the time to dig turf, is to 

be expected, but generally it has been assumed that the ‘traditional’ period of swaling 

ended about the end of March. The historical evidence does partly support this 

assumption, but there are frequent mentions, well into the twentieth century, of much 

later burning, e.g. in May (20), (25), (33), (67); in June (37); in July (22), (23); and even 

the ‘autumn’ (40), apparently by graziers or those who had business on the moor other 

than for turf cutting. Interestingly, the autumn has recently been suggested as the 

optimum time to burn blanket bog, should it be desirable to do so (109).  

   Two sources imply a very rigid timetable for swaling on commons in the mid-

nineteenth century. At Lustleigh ‘it was done on Maundy Thursday with as much 

regularity as potato planting on Good Friday’ (58), and on Holne Moor it was allowed by 

Sir Bouchier Wrey ‘on one day of the year’ (15).  Some authors have suggested that there 

was a link with ancient folk beliefs in ‘Beltane’ (58) or ‘Lenten Fires’ (59), which is not 

impossible. 

   One of the most unusual reasons for burning was given by a tin miner in 1930 who 

found that ‘Gorse and Heather was so high that in going to my works at the Mines early 

mornings that my legs and Feet were always wet and remained wet all day’ (63). Another 

curious incident was in 1874 when three men set fire to the moor and threatened to burn 

down a tent because a ‘servant could not supply them with drink’ (20). Among positive 

consequences of burning have been the discovery of archaeological features as at 

Yellowmead, Sheepstor c.1920 (57) and on Trendlebere Down in 1997 (104). An unusual 

consequence was the destruction of military targets on northern Dartmoor in 1899 (37). 

    The first extended description of swaling, in 1846 (13), is lyrical about both the effect 

and impression, without a hint of criticism. Later in the nineteenth century concerns are 

expressed by sportsmen. The first recorded negative comment is by the resident Duchy of 

Cornwall agent, Charles Barrington who, in 1864, commented, ‘the only objection I 

know to this practice is that it in some measure destroys the natural cover for game’ (15). 

In May 1874 Barrington wrote, ‘Sportsmen and others have a great objection to the 

practice of burning the heath’ (17). In 1877, burning in May was said to be ‘cruel and 

destructive altogether of the sporting rights’ (26). As late as 1909, in a Petition presented 

to the Prince of Wales, it was the ‘great destruction of black game and hares, and other 

game-birds and animals’ that was the prime cause for concern (44). 

   Attempts were made before the First World War to regulate swaling (44-46), and it is 

about this time that concerns about wanton burning, blamed largely on visitors, appear, 

with a particularly strong statement by Revd Hugh Breton (47), though it deserves 

comparison with William Crossing’s more measured comment (40). 

  Between the wars, in the 1920s and 1930s, it would seem that increasing leisure time 

and motorised access to the moor, led to more indiscriminate burning. Beatrice Chase of 
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Widecombe wrote an impassioned article in The Western Morning News in May 1927 

(60). But Douglas Gordon’s fascinating record of 1931 (67) puts the blame squarely on 

local inhabitants, especially youngsters, and refers (with remarkable political 

incorrectness) to the  ‘purblind…old-fashioned Moor farmer’, ‘primitive Dartmoor 

villager’ and ‘wanton and suicidal activities of the Commoner’! That young people were 

involved, in a fairly unregulated way, is borne out by many of the oral recollections 

recently collected from the older generation of Dartmoor people (see below).  

  The published attitudes that have come down to us in this inter-War and immediate 

post-War period are not usually those of indigenous hill farmers, but tend to be 

increasingly from specialists with an ecological interest in the well-being of moorland, 

exemplified by L. A. Harvey (73). A striking exception to the generally critical view is 

that expressed by Penelope Seaman in 1948 (71), who enthusiastically describes swaling 

as a ‘purification by fire’, although even she states that ‘some parts of the moor have been 

overburnt’.  

  What might be termed the first negative ecological comment was made by R. Hansford 

Worth in 1930 where he notes that, in some instances after burning on wet ground, 

Calluna ‘has not re-established itself in 30 years’ (62), though in 1933 (68) he gave a 

figure of ‘twenty years’. 

  Since the 1950s the scientific/ecological view of current swaling practice on Dartmoor 

has been almost entirely critical, with study after study using words and phrases that 

evoke a negative reaction. This is in quite marked contrast to the views expressed by 

graziers and others, resident on Dartmoor, whose voices are recorded in occasional 

publications (122), but mostly through taped interviews (see Part III below). It is salutary 

to reflect that, without the latter, the historical record of attitudes would be distinctly 

biased in favour of the scientific community.  

  Large-scale and dramatic fires in the late 1990s and early 2000s, combined with 

extensive coverage in the local media, have sharpened focus on swaling once again, at a 

time when graziers are much more tightly controlled by DEFRA than ever before. The 

result has been much closer cooperation between commoners, Dartmoor National Park 

Authority, English Nature, the Duchy of Cornwall, DEFRA and the Fire Service. A 

Moorland Fire Liaison Group and Arson Task Force have been established, and Dartmoor 

National Park Authority is keeping a record on maps (using GIS – Geographical 

Information Systems) of every known fire since 1997. A Forest Emergency Fire Plan is 

being drawn up. 

  There is probably more theoretical control over swaling now than there has ever been, 

but the consequences are by no means clear. The sobering views expressed in a letter 

written by the Commoners’ Council in December 2005 (127) about the lack of incentive 

for graziers to swale give pause for thought. The statement by the authors of a newly 

published English Nature Research Report (126) that ‘the recent wide-spread 

discontinuation of an age-old management practice’ [Molinia burning] should be 

‘thoroughly monitored’ is perhaps a hint of a realisation that much greater understanding 

is still required. The surviving record certainly suggests a wide range of practice, 

depending on the dominant vegetation type of the ground in question – gorse, heather, or 

grass – which varies considerably in different parts of the moor. It is salutary to note the 

ten-year rotation of burning, and  ‘working Plan’ for each Quarter which were proposed 
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in the early twentieth century (46), almost one hundred years before the present Fire 

Plans.  

   There are still widely differing views about the merits or otherwise of swaling – see, for 

example, (100), (105) and (120). 

   Attitudes and practice have changed through time, as this survey demonstrates, and it is 

certain that they will change again. For the moment, whenever a moorland fire is 

observed, we perhaps should reflect on the fact that we are witnessing something that 

originated thousands of years ago, and which is an essential part of Dartmoor’s long 

cultural and vegetational history. 

    

 

 

PART II – THE DATA 
 

4. Prehistoric and palaeoenvironmental evidence 

 
[Note: the radiocarbon dates cited below are expressed as ‘BP’ or ‘bp’, which stand for ‘before 

present’, i.e. before AD 1950. In archaeological circles it is now a convention to use lower case 

‘bc’ or ‘bp’ when citing uncalibrated radiocarbon dates, i.e. those dates which have not been 

adjusted to conform to actual calendar years. In palaeoenvironmental publications the use of 

upper case ‘BP’ or lower case ‘bp’ both seem to refer to uncalibrated dates, but the reader should 

take care to satisfy themselves which is meant in which publication]. 

 
Bellever: (370m) – ‘The preliminary diagram (Figure 15) does indeed show a much more 

erratic charcoal record, at lower absolute levels than at Black Ridge Brook…Continuous 

charcoal counts begin at about 8000 BP and they increase in amounts at 7000 BP. There 

is no cessation of charcoal and the record continues throughout the profile.’ [Caseldine & 

Hatton, 1996, 57 + Fig. 15 p.54] 

 

Black Ridge Brook: (SX 579841, 447m) –  sampled 1986 by Hatton (BRB III-VI). 

Previously sampled (BRB I) by Caseldine and Maguire. A sequence of four C14 dates 

(by C & M) is considered reliable: 

8785 ± 85 bp                   200/201 cm 

7945 ± 110 bp                 184/185 cm 

7510 ± 80 bp                   175/176 cm 

6260 ± 110 bp                 140/141 cm 

[Hatton, 1991, 123] 

 

‘From c.199 cms downwards (i.e. prior to c. 8600 bp) fragments of charcoal are visible at 

virtually every level in the macroscopic residues.’ 

‘high values of charcoal at BRB III (Fig. 9.6) between 141 and 180 cms, i.e. between c. 

6260 and 7702 bp.’ [Hatton, 1991, 143 + Figs pp 144-146] 

‘At BRB IV (Fig. 9.7), the major concentration of charcoal lies between 306 and 334 

cms, i.e. between c. 6590 and 7577 bp.’ [idem, 147] 
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‘The most outstanding feature of the charcoal curve in both diagrams BRB III and BRB 

IV remains the sudden shift from virtually no charcoal to very high concentrations and 

then an equally abrupt cessation.’ [idem, 149]. 

Three chronological phases identified: 

1. c.10,000 – c. 7700 bp (pre-major charcoal concentration) – ‘The charcoal 

evidence suggests that fire did occur but was sporadic’, possibly representing one 

fire every 100-150 years (reckoning peat growth at base of 48 years per cm). 

Probably largely natural origin, though concentration at c. 8080 bp in BRB III at 

187-188 cms may represent anthropogenic burning. [Hatton, 1991, 150, 159, 167] 

2. c. 7700 – c. 6300 bp (major charcoal concentration) – ‘ a continuous period of 

elevated values for microscopic charcoal suggesting fires of greater intensity and 

longer duration than previously encountered’, and accompanied by a vegetation 

change associated with burning, representing ‘something more than sporadic fires 

lit for cooking’. There were, however, three periods of reduced charcoal within 

this sequence.  An ‘anthropogenic cause is proposed’ for the enhanced burning. 

There was an ‘abrupt virtual disappearance of microscopic charcoal at about 6300 

bp.’ [Hatton, 1991, 150, 170, 171, 177, 191, 194] 

3. c. 6300 – c. 4500 bp (post-major charcoal concentration) – ‘From c. 6300 bp to 

the top of the profile dated at c. 4500 bp charcoal is virtually absent’ (though 

some occurs in BRB III). [Hatton, 1991, 150, 201] 

 

‘The period between 7,700 – 6,300 bp is characterised by the presence of significant 

amounts of microscopic charcoal in adjacent peat profiles, associated with pollen changes 

interpreted as representing woodland recession.’ 

  Corylus and Betula woodland and small areas of open heath developed to hazel 

woodland and some oak and alder, with blanket peat pockets by 6,300 bp.  

  ‘the period between 7,700 and 6,300 bp represents the continuous effects of fire within 

the upland vegetation communities. The virtual cessation of burning at 6,300 bp is a 

phenomenon seen elsewhere…’[Caseldine & Hatton, 1993, 4] 

   ‘It would appear most likely that…the Black Ridge Brook profile was picking up 

continuous use of different areas in the overall pollen catchment.’ [idem, 6] 

 

‘The presence of a continuous record for microscopic charcoal between 7700 and 6300 

BP is paralleled by a gradual reduction in Arboreal Pollen (AP) and the expansion of 

peat-forming plants…This was interpreted as reflecting Mesolithic use of fire at the 

woodland edge, probably as part of a strategy for hunting game, which gradually reduced 

the altitude of the tree line.’ [Caseldine & Hatton, 1994, 40; Caseldine & Hatton, 1996, 

53] 

 

Blacklane (Brook): (457m) – horizon dated by C14 to 6010 ± 90 BP and 7660 ±140 BP 

‘with charcoal layers and rises in bracken and Polypodium spores’ – i.e. later Mesolithic  

[Simmons, Rand & Crabtree, 1987, 132]. 

‘At Blacklane enhanced charcoal presence occurs perhaps two or three centuries after a 

date of 7660 BP, but it is difficult to define a cut off date at which the charcoal record 

declines.’ [Caseldine & Hatton, 1994, 40; 1996, 53] 
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Broad Amicombe Hole: (SX 578857, 481m) - ‘At Broad Amicombe Hole Maguire 

(unpub.) has identified considerable soil erosion following burning’ [Caseldine & 

Maguire, 1981, 6] 

 

Cut Hill : (SX 59928275, c. 600m) – Cut Hill Section 1 [beneath stone of stone row]: 

‘Peat formation began on a predominantly open heather-dominated heath, above the 

treeline, within which the primary control on the character of the heath vegetation was the 

intensity of burning. A phase of lower [intensity] burning is accompanied by a shift to 

mixed grass, sedge and heather heath, with expansion of secondary woodland on lower 

slopes.’  

‘The abundance of charcoal within the level [base of Section 1] supports prevailing ideas 

of fire playing an important role in the initiation of peat and vegetation development on 

high Dartmoor during the later Mesolithic.’ 

‘Levels of burning on high Dartmoor are known to be highest between c. 7,700 BP and 

6,300/6,100 BP…with a relaxation of pressure on the high moorland at the end of this 

period.’ 

52-48 cm: Zone CH1-1paz1 - ‘Charcoal is abundant within the [lowest pollen] sample.’ 

48-23 cm: Zone CH1-1paz2 - ‘Charcoal levels are reduced, but increase again in the  

  upper most level in the zone.’ 

23-3 cm: Zone CH1-1paz3 – ‘A return to heather-dominated heath, and a fall in arboreal 

levels, suggests increased pressure on the high upland again…with a resurgence of 

charcoal levels. This local environment continues to within 3 cm of the base of the stone 

at the top of the section…[This] suggests that the monument was constructed in an open 

heather-dominated environment, which is being managed through firing of the upland.’ 

[Fyfe, 2005] 

 

Gawler Bottom: (SX 635777):  charcoal found in peat sample at 20 cm, 50 cm and 115 

cm depth [Simmons, 1964, 167 + Fig. 9 p. 176] 

 

‘at Postbridge (Gawler Bottom) where there is evidence for charcoal in the peat…The 

mode of woodland modification is considered to be the improvement of terrain for 

hunting game. This especially took place near spring head sites where, possibly, there 

were already small openings in the forest canopy, and may have been achieved by the use 

of fire. Natural fires would have occurred on Dartmoor during FII [c. 6000/5500 BC]  but 

there is now growing evidence for the coincidence in peat profiles of charcoal and pollen 

changes indicating woodland recession, implying anthropogenic activity.’ [Caseldine & 

Maguire, 1981, 9] 

 

Merrivale: (SX 553766, c.340m) - ‘During MVL4Pa, dated to cal. A.D. 820-1030…the 

most significant facet of the landscape…is the sudden and sustained reduction of Alnus 

coincident with a peak in the representation of microscopic charcoal.’  

  ‘The reductions in Alnus alongside high concentrations of charcoal apparent in the 

Merrivale diagram in MVL4Pb [actually seems to be transition between MVLPa and Pb – 

see fig. 4 p. 202] probably mark the beginning of local tinworking activities in the 

Walkham catchment, which may have begun as early as the 9
th

 century.’ 
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[NB there are also high concentrations of charcoal, and declining Alnus at between 1.00m 

and 1.10 m which is radiocarbon dated  4
th

 – mid 2
nd

 century BC – see fig. 4 p.202] 

[Gearey, West,  & Charman, 1997, 195-210] 

 

Okement 1 :(SX 574800, 411m): ‘The base of the peat stratigraphy [at c. 240 cm] is 

characterised by the presence of faint bands of siliceous material and flecks of charcoal 

intercalated with a generally amorphous dark peat’. It ‘appears to indicate a period of 

woodland clearance concomitant with the inception of the peat.’ [Caseldine, 1983, 66] 

 

Piles Hill : (c. 300m) – ‘Here…is clear evidence for woodland at 300m (1000 ft) and its 

subsequent clearance and the development of a podzolic soil. The presence of charcoal 

fragments at depth within the subsoil and the presence of alder rather than oak pollen 

suggests that this represents secondary woodland consequent on changes due to burning 

of the early oak forest. Both Simmons and Brown [re Bodmin Moor]…have suggested 

that burning could have led to the spread of alder woodland.’ [Staines, 1979, 35] 

 

Pinswell: ( 1 km south of Black Ridge Brook,  461m OD) – opening of woodland c. 6750 

bp was ‘parallel to a rise in microscopic charcoal in the profile, and was probably linked 

to the local use of fire.’ [Caseldine & Hatton, 1993, 6] 

6460 bp ff – further reduction of woodland due to a ‘combination of fire and grazing 

pressure’. [idem, 8] 

6300 bp – a ‘further phase of burning’ [idem, 9] 

c. 6000 bp ff. – there was ‘local development of typical blanket peat’. The transition to 

this over 1,000 years ‘was largely a function of the use of fire and grazing…The results 

here therefore demonstrate the nature of the irreversible changes which Mesolithic 

communities initiated on the highest moorland slopes…’[idem, 10] 

‘The persistence of charcoal in the record at Pinswell within the blanket peat phase, after 

the ending of the enhanced charcoal record at Black Ridge Brook does, however, indicate 

some continuation of burning in the area…’ [idem, 11] 

 

Basal levels, which have a C14 date of 6300-6100 BP, have high levels of microscopic 

charcoal. Conclusion that the onset of blanket peat and human activity are linked, 

probably due to waterlogging. [Hatton, 1991, 207-8; Caseldine & Hatton, 1994, 40] 

 

Raybarrow Pool : (SX 638902, 548m) – ‘Small charcoal fragments in most samples’ at 

97-120 cm; ‘charcoal at 130 cm and small charcoal fragments at 120-135 cm.’ [Simmons, 

1964, 168 + Fig. 12 p.178 and Fig. 13 p.179] 

 

Sandy Ford 1 : (c. SX 574800, 411m) [70m from Okement 1] – ‘no signs of inwashing 

or charcoal’ at base (c. 35 cm deep). C14 date of 7410 ± 70 b.p. from lowest sample; 

7370 ± 65 b.p. from wood. [Caseldine, 1983, 66] 

 

Taw Marsh : (SX 623906, 367m) – ‘charcoal fragments’ at 60cm and  charcoal at 80 cm 

[Simmons, 1964, 167 + Fig. 11 p.178] 
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Tor Royal : (SX 602728, c. 390m) – ‘High levels of charcoal were experienced in the 

basal samples, which have a likely late Mesolithic date. This is significant since it 

appears that small scale disturbance was occurring at this time in other parts of the moor 

(Pinswell and Black Ridge Brook…). The site at Pinswell suggests enhanced levels of 

burning between 7700-6300 BP which led to the transformation of hazel woodland into 

blanket peat, with an intermediate acid grassland phase. The charcoal levels at Tor Royal 

suggest that burning was a widespread activity at this time and extended down to lower 

elevations too.’  [West, Charman, & Grattan, 1996, 68 + Fig. 20 p.70 which shows inter 

alia ‘Charcoal concentration’] 

 

High concentrations of charcoal also occurred at Tor Royal in TR5 at approx. 2.3 – 2.4m 

depth which has been radiocarbon dated to 395-180 BC. [Gearey, West & Charman, 

1997,  Fig.5, p.203 + Table 1 p.198] 

 

 

5. Historical sources 
 

(1) 8
th

 cent.  – Beowulf: ‘sweolod, flame…“Waes se leg-draca grimlic gryr(e) gledum 

beswaeled.” The fire-drake, the grim horror, with gleeds [= embers] scorched.’ [Pike,  

1926, 352] 

 

(2) c.1205/1215 – “Swalen” in Layamon’s poem Brut [Pike,1926, 351; 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Layamon] 

 

(3) 1333 – 1000 acres of the King’s moor (Exmoor) were accidentally burnt [Rackham, 

1986, 320] 

 

(4) 1338 – 100 acres of heath in the King’s Forest of Exmoor was burnt [Rackham, 1986, 

320] 

 

(5) 1377/8 [1 Richard II] –  ‘Robert Lampray is presented [before the Court of the 

Manor of Lydford and Forest of Dartmoor] by the Forester for burning a down called 

Hawkridge and Towridge, to the damage of the King.’ [Moore & Birkett, 1890, 95] 

 

(6) 1382 – ‘ whanne the sonne was risen thei swaliden’ (Wyclif bible translation of 

Matthew, xiii. 6: parable of the sower.  [Wright, 1898-1905, 862, 873; Trans. Devon. 

Assoc., 16, 116; a modern version (Revised Standard) is ‘but when the sun rose they [i.e. 

the seeds] were scorched’]  

 

(7) 1443/4 [22 Henry VI] – ‘John Simon and John Holway are presented for burning the 

pasture of the Lord the King in the Forest of Dartmoor between Foxtorre Combe and Den 

Combe, and between Newelcombe and Elysburgh, to the prejudice of the Lord the King 

of his agistment 100
s
.’ [Moore & Birkett, 1890, 96] 
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(8) 1459/60 [38 Henry VI] – Roger Schira is presented for burning a piece of land in 

Skorffrogge, in the south quarter within the Forest, and destroying the pasture there to the 

damage of the Lord the Prince of 1
s
.’ [idem] 

 

(9) 1607 A Statute of 7 Jas. I c.17 ‘forbade ‘raysinge of Fires in moorishe Grounds and 

mountainous Countries’ in the north of England between May and September on pain of 

a month’s imprisonment’. [Rackham,1986, 320] 

 

(10) 1796 – ‘To change the present produce [of Dartmoor] to more profitable pasturage, 

either in the open or an inclosed state, different means might be pursued. 

   BURNING OFF THE HEATH of the black moory parts, and pasturing them hard with 

sheep, would tend to extirpate the heath, and bring up herbage in its place. The Cheviot 

hills of Northumberland, and similar hills in the South of Scotland, were probably 

brought to their present state of green turf, by this means.’ [Marshall, 1796, 32] 

 

(11) Ist half 19
th

 cent. - Re: ‘employments and pastimes of the borderland of 

Dartmoor…many combining the useful with the entertaining, e.g. the “sweeling” fires in 

the early spring, and which if too far out in the moor to carry a live peat, could only be 

started after a vigorous and exciting struggle with the tinder box.’ [Phillips, 1893, 539] 

 

(12) 1846 – on ‘a summer’s night’ on Whitchurch Down: ‘The hills in the distance 

glowed with the conflagration of the turf cutters; whole acres were set burning to destroy 

the vegetation, and aid their labours in preparing peat which they cut for their winter 

fuel.’ [Evans, 1846, 76-77] 

 

(13)  ‘One of the most striking sights to be beheld on Dartmoor, or from its vicinity, is 

when early in the spring of the year the custom locally termed swaling, or burning the 

moors, is put in practice. This is generally done about the month of March; and if the 

weather be dry, the fire spreads among the withered heath and rushes with wonderful 

rapidity, till the summits and sides of the hills exhibit the aspect of an assemblage of 

volcanoes pouring out their fiery streams; while the smoke, following the direction of the 

wind, rolls along in suffocating clouds. Altogether it forms a prospect, the grandeur of 

which only a resident on the moor, accustomed to equally behold by night as by day, can 

properly appreciate.’ [Dixon, 1846, 248-9] 

 

(14) c.1853-63 ‘ ‘las’ Thisday Aunt kill’d the young stag [i.e. cock] an’ strub un, an I 

help swail’d un,…’ [a dialect letter written in South Devon]. The commentary says: 

   SWAIL = singe. ‘The word “swailing” is in everyday use in Devon, to imply the 

burning of furze or heather on the moor to enrich the pasturage. A.-S. swēlan, to burn’ 

[C.H. Laycock of Moretonhampstead]….I never heard the word swail in North Devon; 

we always speak of burning furze, and singeing poultry.’ [R.P.Chope of Hartland] 

[Chope, 1913, 278, 297] 

 

(15) 1864 – 31 March: ‘…burning of the heath on the commons as also to some extent in 

the forest is by no means unusual in the Month of March. It is a practice pursued more or 

less by nearly all the Farmers in the Neighbourhood of the Moor as also by the renters of 
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the agistment of the Forest for the purpose of improving the coarse pasture also the 

Newtakes an[d] Forest Inclosures are treated in a similar manner and the only objection I 

know to this practice is that it in some measure destroys the natural cover for game…’ 

   Sir Bouchier Wrey ‘allows his tenants to burn what they can of the heath [on part of 

Holne Moor] (in one day of the year)’. [DuCo Princetown, Letters Sent 31 March 1864, 

no. 336, Charles Barrington to G. Wilmshurst] 

 

(16) 1871 – 22 March: ‘We have caught in the Act of burning Heath on Fox Tor 

Hooper’s son at Nunn’s Cross Michael Pitton Whiteworks and another man…Is it lawful 

to burn the heath?’ 

- the Duchy recommended a private prosecution as a felony [DuCo Princetown/Docket: 

Dartmoor – Swaling and Heather Burning 1868-1910/Letter from W. Daykin to C. 

Barrington, 22 Mar 1871] 

 

(17) 1874 –  13 May: ‘On Monday last’ E.S. Clarke of Fulford was out with his ‘man’ 

and hounds, and saw Thomas Beven (or Bevan) of Meldon ‘Fire the heather three times 

on Longstone Hill…he was on the far part of it towards Black Tor. He had with him a 

tool for Cutting Turf and said he burnt the heather for the purpose of cutting the Turf (top 

spit)…The Moor is burnt all over and really something should be done.’ [DuCo 

Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling…1868-1910/ Copy letter from E. S. Clarke 

13.5.1874] 

(18) 15 May: ‘a man named Thos. Bevan of Meldon [has been] setting fire to the heath on 

Longstone Hill… 

      …it is a Common practice although a bad one to burn the Heath before cutting Fags 

& Turf… 

    …owing to the dry weather of late there has been a good deal of burning and which it 

would be desirable to check, but it is difficult as all classes of people do so. Recently a 

Mr Brown (a clergyman + a boy) were caught setting fire to some Furze on Cox Lake 

enclosure [nr Huccaby Tor] he however compromised the matter by paying the Tenant 

52
s
/6

d
 as damage.’  

  The Duchy had had gorse dug up between Brimpts plantations and the public road as a 

firebreak to protect the timber. [DuCo Princetown, Letters Sent 15 May 1874, Barrington 

to Wilmshurst] 

(19) 19 May: ‘A great deal of the burning on the open moor is done by parties interested 

in the pasturage as the burning improves it very much for sheep’. [ibid., Barrington to 

Wilmshurst 19 May 1874] 

(20) 26 May:  South of Cawsand Hill: ‘I was on Dartmoor yesterday with a Tent, and 3 

men [Wm Endacott, Wm Cann, Samuel Cooper]…set Fire to a large tract of the Moor 

with a view of burning my tent as my servant could not supply them with drink. When I 

left the Moor yesterday at 6 o’ clock a fire was sweeping the Moor for about 150 yards 

irregularly with a breadth of 50 or 60 yds…I had to strike my tent to save its being 

burnt…I see the indiscriminate burning of the Moor so late in the year destroys its use 

and beauty and is deprecated by the more sensible of the Moor men.’ [Letters from John 

Fulford Vicary of North Tawton, 26 May and 28 May 1874] 
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(21) 30 May: …Sportsmen & others have a great objection to the practice of burning the 

heath etc – on the other hand Farmers & Herdsmen having an interest in the pasture 

consider it essential that certain portions of the moor should be burnt… 

   …a great deal is burnt by people…merely for amusement. 

   … if the burning could be confined to the Month of March it would meet the best 

interests of all parties.’ [DuCo Princetown, LS 15 May 1874, Barrington to Wilmshurst] 

(22) June & July: William Endacott, William Cann & Samuel Cooper, all of South 

Tawton, were prosecuted at Moretonhampstead for ‘setting fire to Furse, Grass & Heath 

on the Duchy of Cornwall Property on Dartmoor’, and were fined 10/- each. [ibid. 11 

June and 9 July, Barrington to J.F. Vicary and to Wilmshurst] 

(23) 7 July: ‘The moor on the Northern side has been burnt wherever the least thing that 

could be burnt existed and the season being unusually dry it has done more than usual 

mischief.’ [DuCo Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling…1868-1910/Letter from J.F. 

Vicary to C. Barrington 7 July 1874] 

 

(24) 1876 – ‘As regards the practice of swaling it is understood that the Commoners 

claim in like manner a right by custom to exercise it, as improving the pasture…’ [DuCo 

Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling…1868-1910/Letter from G. Wilmshurst to C. 

Barrington, 3 March 1876] 

 

(25) 1877 – 7 May: ‘on the seventh day of May last past at the parish of 

Lidford…Richard Headen [i.e. Aden/Eden] of the parish of Buckfastleigh…Moorman 

unlawfully and maliciously did set fire to certain Heath growing on the South Quarter of 

the forest of Dartmoor in the parish of Lidford…whereby many hundreds of acres of 

Heath were destroyed the same being parts and parcels of the possessions of His Royal 

Highness the Prince of Wales.’ [DuCo Princetown/ Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling 1868-

1910/affidavit(?) 2 August 1877 by Charles & William Michelmore of Lydford 

Warreners, Charles Barrington [Duchy] and John Edmonds of South Brent Moorman] 

 

(26) 10 May: ‘Eden who formerly took charge of Cattle on the Forest has burned all the 

Heather on and about Rider [Ryders Hill] in defiance of the notices’…To burn ‘at this 

season when the Heath Fowls are hatching was cruel and destructive altogether of the 

sporting rights.’ [DuCo Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling 1868-1910/Letter from 

R. Torrens, 10 May 1877] 

 

(27) 1879 – Superintendent [of police] William Mitchell wrote to the Vicar of 

Whitchurch ‘for support in bringing to book those who were setting fire to Whitchurch 

Down’ [Woodcock, 2005, 68]. 

 

(28) 1880 – ‘Swail, or Zwail, to scorch; singe.’ [Couch, 1880, 103] 

 

(29) c. 1880 – [photograph] Swaling in Lustleigh Cleave, ‘c.1880’ [reproduced in 

Baldwin et al, 1999, 56 - also available on Dartmoor Archive website] 
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(30) 1884 – ‘ “ SWALING (rhymes with ‘Hailing’) = burning the heath and furze on a 

common. A gentleman, a landowner of about 53, native of and still living at Bovey 

Tracy, said, ‘They’ve been swaling the hill again.’ – April 1884...” 

              “ SWEELING = burning furze as it stands in the ground. ‘They have been 

sweeling here, I see.’…- May 21
st
 1884…” (‘Man, 75, born at Taunton; has lived at 

Stockleigh Pomeroy since he was eight years old’)’ [Anon, 1884, 116-7, 119] 

 

(31) c.1885 – [photograph] ‘Swaling on Lustleigh Cleave in the 1880s’ [reproduced, 

with this title, in Woods, 2003, 146] 

 

(32) 1886 – ‘There can be little doubt that the custom of “firing” the bracken which 

grows in such quantities on the Devonshire moors originated in this practice’ [the belief 

that setting fire to ferns will stimulate rain – a custom dating back to at least the first half 

of the 17
th

 century, where it was recorded in Staffordshire] [Friend, 1886, 342-3] 

 

(33) 17 May: Re  Mr James Sleep’s claim for compensation in connection with burning at 

Dury Head, Postbridge – ‘On the evening in question when strolling over the Moor, I 

threw away a fusee with which I had lighted my pipe, with the result that the excessively 

dry grass instantly ignited. As however during the whole of the week “swaling” has been 

actively carried on in all directions around us, far and near, and children were at that very 

time lighting fires in the adjoining Enclosure, I made no attempt to put the fire out…’.  

The matter was settled with a payment to J. Sleep of 20 shillings. 

[DuCo Princetown/:Docket – Dartmoor – Swaling…1868-1910/Letters from G.P. 

Rickard of HM Dockyard, Devonport to C. Barrington, 17.5.1886 and 19.5.1886] 

 

(34) 1888 Published notice: ‘SWALING ON COMMONS – With the consent of the 

Lords of various Manors around Dartmoor Forest, the following Rules for regulating 

Swaling have been framed:- 

   That the last day for burning furze, gorse and heather, commonly called SWALING, on 

the Commons around Dartmoor Forest shall be and is hereby fixed at MARCH 15
th

. 

   That no one be allowed to Swale without the permission of the Lord of the Manor, his 

bailiff, reeve or agent, and in no case will youths or children be allowed to Swale unless 

accompanied by a person holding permission from the Lord or his agent. 

   A Vigilance Committee has been formed to enforce the above regulations, and A 

Reward of Ten Shillings (10s.) will be given to anyone supplying information that will 

lead to the conviction of an offender. 

E. FEARNLEY TANNER, Hon. Sec. Vigilance Committee of Dartmoor Preservation 

Association, Hawson Court, Buckfastleigh, February 28
th

, 1888.’ [DuCo Princetown/ 

Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling 1868-1910]. 

 

(35) c. 1891 – ‘On rare occasions there is one danger [re peat on Dartmoor] worth 

mentioning, if only for its peculiarity; in very dry and hot summer weather the peat is 

parched to a considerable depth; and then if a traveller sets fire to a bunch of heather, the 

fire extends, not only to the surface vegetation, but to the dark solid substance beneath it. 

This goes on burning till smoke and flame are distilled out; but still a space which may be 

extensive, smoulders on, invisible in its work but for the flickering mirage above it. This 
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throws out carbonic acid throughout its length, and if only a gentle breeze is blowing and 

the pedestrian takes the leeside, his life is in danger. I myself ran considerable risk before 

I discovered my position, when I immediately turned round the treacherous ashes, and 

took the windward side.’ [Spencer, 1891, 27-8]. 

 

(36) 1892 – ‘Swale = to burn. 

             ‘Make haste, bwoys, an’ go uppen swale tha yeth [=heath] and vuzz [= gorse] 

’pon little ’aldon ’ill.’ [Hewett, 1892, 131] 

 

(37) 1899 – 3 June: ‘Can you suggest any means by which the burning of the Heather on 

the Moor can be stopped?  It causes much annoyance and a number of our Targets have 

been destroyed. Yesterday I had to keep a party of men employed putting fires 

out…Yesterday I found one Man burning Heather a short distance from the farm. He 

made no attempt to run away and said he was burning the Heather to get some Turf.’ 

[DuCo Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling 1868-1910/Letter from H.G. Smith of 

Okehampton to  W.W. Symington, 3 June 1899] 

 

(38) 1900 – ‘The birds on Dartmoor have a hard time of it, not only because of the guns 

levelled at them, but because of the “swaling” or burning of the moor, which takes place 

at the time they are nesting…[The Dartmoor man] selects the very time when the poor 

birds are sitting in their nests on their eggs, or are cherishing their callow young, for 

enveloping them in flames.’ [Baring-Gould, 1900, 251]. 

 

(39) 1902 – ‘Fire sent forth great clouds of smoke upon the waste, and running ripples of 

flame crept before the wind. Behind them extended a gloomy mantle of ash and char; 

before them streamed their banners of smoke. The spring fires, or ‘swaleings’, had been 

deliberately lighted that furze and heather might perish, and the grasses, thus relieved, 

prosper for flocks and herds.’ [Eden Phillpotts, The River, quoted in Day,1981, 96] 

 

(40) 1903 – ‘However much the destruction of the covering of Dartmoor is to be 

deplored, swaling is absolutely necessary…I remember when the heather grew to such a 

height on Holne Moor that it brushed my feet when riding through it; and in places it was 

much higher…Its only use was to afford cover for black cock…The great tract of land 

was benefiting nobody, and so the heather was burnt, and cattle and sheep and ponies 

have since roamed over it at will, finding keep where there formerly was none…The 

value of Dartmoor as a summer grazing ground is considerable, and nothing that 

contributes to the excellency and extent of its pasturage can be neglected. By burning the 

heather the grass is allowed to grow, and abundant keep is provided  for the thousands of 

head of cattle that are annually taken charge of by the moormen. This, of course, robs the 

moor of some of its beauty, but it is in no way defacing, as the grass springs up very 

quickly… 

   Much of the heather is destroyed by irresponsible persons…And so they set fire to the 

heather, and, more likely than not, on some part of the common where the ground is 

useless as pasture, and which the moorman would never think of burning…Only those 

tracts of land that will afford pasturage when they are cleared of such growth [heather, 

gorse and fern] are swaled by him, for he has no motive in burning beyond providing 
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keep for the beasts in his care. The farmer and moorman cannot be accused of injuring 

the appearance of the moor, at least not to any considerable extent… 

   During the past few years more attention has been directed to the practice of burning 

the heather and furze than was formerly the case. Parish councils have very widely 

imposed a time limit to swaling, and this cannot but have beneficial results. By the 

Whitchurch Council it is only permitted from 1 to 31 March, and the Mary Tavy Council 

have made a similar regulation. Those who know how much some of the border 

commons have been injured in appearance by young persons and children burning the 

heather and furze merely for the sake of amusement, or in a spirit of mischief, will not 

only agree as to the necessity of such a restriction, but would welcome the prohibition of 

swaling by any except those possessing grazing rights, and over a certain age. The month 

of March, or the earlier part of April, is the proper time for the work, yet I have known 

whole acres of heather to be burnt in the autumn… 

   The effect at night of a large tract of heather burning is very striking, especially if the 

fires happen to be near a tor or a stream. There is something weird about the scene when 

the red glare is thrown upon the rocks or reflected in the dark waters, seen one moment, 

and the next hidden by the dense clouds of smoke. Only a rushing sound and the 

crackling of stems is heard; there is no loud roar, and at even a short distance the flames 

seem to give forth no sound. This adds much to its strangeness; it is like a silent sea of 

fire rolling away into the darkness beyond.’ [Crossing, W., in Le Messurier, 1966, 42-47] 

 

(41) April  – 9 April: ‘Sam about bullocks and burning furze on Commons’ 

                   10 April: ‘Sam about bullocks and swailing’ 

                11 April: ‘Sam about bullocks, and helping Hambley in garden, swailing…’ 

[farm diary from Southcombe, Widecombe, quoted in Woods, 2003, 182] 

 

(42) 1907  - ‘the furze screams when it is burnt like a creature in torment’... ‘Boodles 

loved swaling expeditions. In the past, furze-burning had been almost her only outdoor 

pleasure’. 

 [‘About Swaling Fires’ in Furze the Cruel by John Trevena, 1913, 360 & 364] 

 

(43) 1909 – ‘Swaling…The burning of the furze and heather, which is done in order that 

the grass may spring up and afford pasturage for the cattle. Only those in charge of beasts 

have any right to swale, and its practice is confined to the months of March and April. On 

the commons that border the forest swaling is often regulated by Parish Councils.’ 

[Crossing, 1909, 37] 

 

(44) June: Published Petition presented to the Prince of Wales titled EXCESSIVE 

SWALING ON DARTMOOR: 

‘Your Petitoners being residents on or on the borders of Your Royal Highness’s Forest of 

Dartmoor…and deeply interested in the preservation of the natural beauties of Dartmoor 

desire to bring to your Royal Highness’s notice the damage that is being done by the 

swaling or firing of the heather and furze during the Spring and Summer months. 

   They recognize that within certain limits swaling is necessary in order to preserve the 

pasturage of the Moor but unfortunately there are no prescribed rules regulating the time 

and mode of swaling and it is feared that swaling is done, not so much by the proper 
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persons in the right season and under proper limitation of area, as by unauthorised 

persons and at the wrong season and without limit of area. 

   When swaling takes place after the end of March hundreds of acres of beautiful heather 

are burnt and great destruction of black game and hares, and other game-birds and 

animals, and of small bird life takes place. 

   Your Petitioners humbly pray that Your Royal Highness will be pleased…to so regulate 

the swaling that whilst its true and proper objects may be attained its abuse may be 

prevented and offenders punished.’ 

 

(45) December ‘At the recent Council Meeting [of the Duchy of Cornwall] the following 

measures for regulating the Swaling on Dartmoor were approved. 

(1) Persons authorised to Swale. 

The Agisters of the four Quarters of the Forest under Warrant prepared in the 

Duchy Office. 

(2) Time. 

Before the 31
st
 March in each year. 

(3) Rotation. 

A working Plan to be prepared, each Quarter being divided into 10 parts: a tenth 

part of each Quarter to be swaled every year in regular rotation. In this way the 

whole would be swaled once every 10 years. 

      (4) Warning Notices. 

       Notices to be posted in different parts of the Moor, particularly at railway 

Stations, intimating that any unauthorised person setting fire to heath, gorse, furze 

or fern growing upon any lands within the Forest will be prosecuted. 

(5) Discovery of Offenders. 

The Agisters to be on the watch for unauthorised persons setting fire to the heath, 

especially on Sundays and Bank Holidays in the Spring and Summer. 

Unauthorised persons setting fire to the heather to be prosecuted.’ 

[DuCo Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling etc. 1868-1910, W. Peacock to 

A.E. Barrington, 24 December 1909] 

 

(46) c.1910 - An undated printed notice titled HEATHER BURNING was probably 

produced as a result of the above petition (44) and Duchy deliberations (45). The notice 

states: 

 ‘No heather burning or swaling is permitted within the Forest of Dartmoor, except by 

persons duly authorised by Warrants issued by the Duchy of Cornwall. 

   The Duchy Authorities count upon the support and assistance of all classes of the 

community in preventing swaling, which, if unrestricted, destroys both the beauty and 

utility of the Moor. 

   A Reward of TWENTY SHILLINGS will be given for information leading to the 

conviction of any person who maliciously sets fire to the heath, gorse, furze or fern, an 

offence which is punishable with very severe penalties under The Malicious Damage Act, 

1861, and The Summary Jurisdiction Acts, 1879 and 1899, Duchy of Cornwall Office, 

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.’ 

 [DuCo Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling 1868-1910] 
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(47) 1911 -  ‘Setting Fire to the Forest. 

    This a very serious offence, for which the law has severe penalties. People often set 

fire to the forest most thoughtlessly, forgetting the grievous injury they inflict on others. 

There are a number of Dartmoor folk, who earn their daily bread on the moor, either by 

rearing rabbits in the warrens or by grazing cattle. These men toil very hard for their 

bread, but they earn a comfortable living, and live very happy lives, if they are only left 

alone. Those who mischievously set fire to the forest don’t snatch the bread out of the 

mouths of these moormen, for they burn it before it gets there. 

   The state of things last Palm Sunday and at Easter-time [1911] [‘and again in 1914’ 

added in edn of 1914] was a perfect scandal. The moor was ablaze for miles. One fire was 

started near the White works, and a sea of flame swept the moor for miles right across to 

Combshead. Such fires destroy hundreds of young rabbits and blacken the pasturage. A 

certain amount of swaling is a necessity every year, but all that is necessary the farmers 

can do themselves. 

   I appeal to all, who come out on to the beautiful moors and enjoy the lovely scenery 

and the bracing mountain air, to be guided on this question by that grand old principle of 

life – “Do unto them as ye would that they should do unto you” – or – “Do as you would 

be done by”. 

   For the enlightenment of visitors and for the use of the farmers, I insert the Duchy 

regulations for swaling, which were explained at a recent prosecution for firing the forest 

at Moretonhampstead.. 

   Capt. Scott James, the deputy forester, stated that he was instructed to superintend the 

burning of the moor, which was only allowed to be done in accordance with the 

following regulations issued by the Duchy authorities. 

1. No swaling will be allowed within the Forest of Dartmoor, except by persons duly 

authorized by warrants issued by the Duchy of Cornwall. Whatever swaling is 

necessary shall be carried out by the moormen under the supervision of the deputy 

forester. 

2. No swaling whatever will be permitted after the 31
st
 of March in any year. 

3. A provisional plan has been prepared, each quarter of the forest being divided into 

ten parts, and a tenth part will be swaled every year in regular rotation. 

4. Warning notices will be posted in different parts of the moor prohibiting the 

burning of the heather, gorse, or fern-growing lands within the Forest of 

Dartmoor. 

5. A watch will be kept for unauthorized persons setting fire to the heath, heather, 

gorse, furze or fern, and a reward will be offered for the discovery of offenders, 

who will be prosecuted. 

 

   The Duchy authorities had issued notices for many years prohibiting unauthorized 

burning on the moor, but in consequence of the great increase of the number of tourists 

on the moor, a number of fires has occurred in recent years, so much so that a more rigid 

enforcement of the regulations had become necessary for the protection of the pasturage 

of the moor for the Commoners, the preservation of bird life, and the natural beauty of 

the moor. 
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   Mr. Barrington [the Duchy land steward] stated that unauthorized fires had frequently 

caused great damage to the moor, and had been known to burn hundreds of acres, and 

even at times to set fire to the earth itself, in which cases it took years for the pasturage to 

recover.’ [Breton, 1911, 22-4] 

 

(48) - April: Duchy of Cornwall intend to prosecute a gentleman of the Stock Exchange 

and 110 Auckland Rd, Upper Norwood who ‘burnt a considerable area on the South side 

of Hangingstone Hill’ and another of Sidmouth who ‘also set fire to the heather in the 

same district’[Hew Down] [DuCo Princetown/Docket: Swaling…1911-1932/Letter from 

R.E. Tucker to J. D. Prickman, Solr., Okehampton, 24 April 1911] 

 

(49) - June: A man from Belstone is reported to have set fire to heather in the Forest. 

‘In the past a certain number of Venville men at Belstone as in other Venville parishes 

have burnt the heather because no one has been there to prevent them. There is however 

no record of their ever having set up a formal claim to do so as a right.’ 

‘the turf itself in Taw Marsh appears to be on fire and is likely to smoulder for weeks.’ 

[DuCo Princetown/Docket: Swaling 1911-1932/Letter from R.E. Tucker to Prickman, 13 

June 1911]. 

 

(50) 1913 – ‘a west wind blew bannerets of smoke from the brows of many hills…It was 

February; swaling had begun, and Dartmoor’s annual cleansing by fire liberated this 

splendid mass of matter, to fill the lower chambers of the air. With many aerial arches, 

rolling waves, and glimmering crests, the smoke spanned the depth beneath, where spread 

the vale of Widecombe…’ [Eden Phillpotts, Widecombe Fair, quoted in Day, 1981 , 63] 

 

(51) 1914 – ‘It was a genuine March day…The pungent smoke from the swaling fires of 

the previous night still lingered, here and there, in wreaths around the dusky brows of the 

tors... [Chase, 1914, 285] (+ photograph by Beatrice Chase, opp. p.286). 

 

(52) 1916 – ‘Swaling Fires’ [title of short poem in Chase, 1916, 19] 

 

(53) – April: Report of Constable from South Zeal: ‘…on the 9
th

 inst. At 3 p.m. he found 

two men on a hill on Throwleigh side of Cosdon Beacon one of them lighting the Gorse.’ 

They were a farmer and farm servant from West Week Farm, South Tawton. The farmer 

admitted lighting it not thinking he was doing harm. 

   Also, at 4 p.m. on the same day on Bittern Tor, Gidleigh, he found a farmer’s daughter, 

age 16, from Himsworthy Farm, Gidleigh, lighting Gorse. ‘She admitted it and said she 

did not think she was doing any harm.’ [DuCo Princetown/Docket: Dartmoor – Swaling 

etc 1911-1932, 15 April 1916] 

 

(54) 1917 – ‘ The great bushes [of furze] were withered to powder by the perpetual wind. 

That spring we never had such swaling. The men burnt it all over the moor, hoping to 

save the roots for another year by getting rid of the dead boughs, which were killing the 

roots. Another curious danger was that we should have had next to no wool if the dead 

furze had been left. The prickles had been withered down to dry powder, and this filled 

the sheep’s fleeces and one’s dresses, and everything that touched the bushes, and was 
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absolutely impossible to remove from anything, even with a brush. So the men burnt and 

burnt and saved the wool and, we hope, the gorse too.’ [Chase, 1918, 62] 

 

(55) 1918 – 19 May: ‘I went across the moor yesterday and I find that there is a lot of 

swailling [sic] going on, and I saw several Blackcock I am afraid it will distroy [sic] their 

nests’ [DuCo Princetown/Docket: Swaling…1911-1932/Letter from Bold Venture, 

Chagford, 19 May 1918] 

(56) - 28 May: Swaling reported at Postbridge ‘the night before’, and that Mr Sleep 

‘claims the right to burn in enclosures at any time of the year’. [DuCo 

Princetown/Docket: Swaling…1911-1932/Letter 28 May 1918] 

 

(57) c.1920 - re archaeological discovery of cairn with multiple concentric circles on 

Yellowmead Down, Sheepstor : ‘That they had escaped detection so long was due in 

some measure to the fact that they had for many years been covered with a very high 

growth of heather; this was burnt a year or so before Mr. Worth made his discovery.’ 

[Breton, 1926, 89] 

 

(58) 1921 – ‘I presume the Beltane fires were what we call ‘swayling’ now, that is, 

burning off old gorse and heather to make way for fresh shoots that will be soft enough 

for beasts to eat. This swayling is done at any odd times now, and with insufficient care, 

fires often getting beyond control and burning down plantations of young trees; but in my 

early days [C. Torr was born in 1857] it was done on Maundy Thursday with as much 

regularity as potato planting on Good Friday. It was perhaps done in former times on 

some fixed day about May 1, and that was Beltane day…’ [Torr, 1921, 36] 

 

(59) 1926 – ‘The scene was Whitchurch Down on a March afternoon of the present year. 

Two women, one young, the other middle-aged, with a perambulator containing a baby, 

aided by several boys and girls were engaged in setting fire to the gorse and bracken. 

   Lights soon blazed, and clouds of smoke were wafted up to the grey sky, while in the 

distance, on the Moor, the smoke of other fires might be seen. 

  In answer to my inquiry the woman said they were swaling. “She could not say what the 

word meant: she had always heard it called that, and it had been done in March as long as 

she could remember, or her parents or grandparents for the matter of that. When they 

were kiddies they used to look forward to it, as the children did now. Anyone could do it 

in the month of March.”… 

   It is the children’s part in the performance which chiefly suggests a connection with the 

ancient Lenten Fires once so general over Europe…”In the Isle of Man on May Day they 

set fire to the ling or gorse for the purpose of burning out the witches who are wont to 

lurk in the form of hares.”[quoting Frazer’s Golden Bough Vol. 1, Pt.7, p.157]… 

   Verily, the real Conservatives and conservators are the children who never forget, and I 

think there can be little doubt that swaling in March is a pale survival of the Lenten Fires. 

[Pike, 1926, 351-353] 

 

(60) 1927 – April: ‘Beginning on Easter Sunday [17 April], there has been a reign of fire 

on Dartmoor…Fires blazed all over the moor on that sacred feast, and one dared not think 

of all the helpless young animal life which was being destroyed. 
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   On Easter Monday, long before noon, our sun [at Venton near Widecombe] was put out 

by smoke. At 2.30 I went to the top of Widecombe Hill, and for an hour and a half 

watched men, women and children setting fire to the moor with petrol. Peaceful 

holidaymakers who had brought lunch and were trying to picnic were invisible in clouds 

of smoke…Widecombe valley was enshrouded in a dense smoke screen… 

  On Easter Tuesday… [there] were fires…on Holne, Sherberton Common, Corndon, and 

Bellever was blotted out, Hamildown blazed until 11 p.m., and we could not open our 

windows until that hour… 

  [On 21 April] occurred the disastrous fire at Yarner, involving at least two estates, 

plantations, and at least one fire insurance company. Not acres, but miles were burnt. 

  Three men were seen in the middle of the common firing, but were unfortunately not 

caught. On Easter Friday Hamildown was fired above Grimspound, and burnt for hours. 

On Easter Saturday [23 April] there were various fires, one on Dunstone Manor, on the 

east of Whitaborough. Low Sunday was wet, so we had a little “breathing space”. During 

Low Week it began again, and Brimpts Newtake, above Dartmeet, was fired while the 

owner was absent. 

   Holwell Newtake, by White Gate, has been fired twice. One detective saw a small car 

stop, fire a newtake, and drive away before he could get near enough to take the number. 

On April 30 there was a large fire by Vitifer and Warren House Inn. On Sunday, May 1, 

there was a fire toward Lustleigh, and seven fires on Holne. That evening we went to the 

evening service at Buckfast Abbey…when we turned the corner at Hamhill my heart 

stood still. 

   The lower side of Whitaborough was a sheet of smoke and flame, setting straight to 

Venton. We saw a man beating on the skyline, so stopped the car at Riddyclav[e] and 

hurried up to see if we could help. But he had vanished, and there was nothing to be done. 

We drove down to Venton, and then found that the front of Whitaborough was also on 

fire, with the flames setting straight to Blackslade firs and house. 

   Tunhill, Dunstone, Venton, and most of Widecombe, were invisible. It was difficult in 

places to drive on account of the dense fumes in the road and lanes….’ 

(continues with reference to The Malicious Damage Act of 1861 which cites the firing of 

‘heath, gorse, furze, or ferns, wheresoever the same may be growing’ as a felony, and 

also ‘one of the Protection of Property Acts which arranges that swaling ceases on March 

31.’) [Chase, 1927] 

 

(61) c.1929 – ‘In March we set fire to the gorse and heather so that the ponies and sheep 

can get at the grass. We burn heather in certain places to get fags.’ [written by schoolboy 

Reginald Norrish, b. 1921, of Tunhill, Widecombe, in Pearse, 2004, 197]. 

 

(62) 1930 – ‘Swaling on wet ground will sometimes entirely remove Calluna, and I know 

instances in which the plant has not re-established itself in 30 years.’ [Worth, 1930, 57] 

 

(63) - 29 April: Heather at Bennetts Cross was burnt on this day by [a miner] of 

Lakelands, ‘causing the destruction of 3 to 4 acres of the herbage’. The miner explained 

his reason for doing so: ‘Gorse and Heather was so high that in going to my works at the 

Mines [Golden Dagger] early mornings that my legs and Feet were always wet and 
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remained wet all day.’[DuCo Princetown/Docket: Swaling…1911-1932/Letters 8.5.1930 

and 16.5.1930] 

:  

(64) c. 1930 – [photograph] Jim Endacott, Duchy reeve, swaling near Postbridge, with 

pony – [in Le Messurier, 1966, opp. p.48] 

 

(65) c. 1930 [?] [painting] – watercolour by Cecil Hunt (1873-1965) titled ‘Swaling on 

Dartmoor’ [reproduced in colour in Le Messurier, 2002,  80] 

 

(66) 1931 – [photograph] ‘The Swaler’ [Chase, 1931] 

 

(67) 1931 – ‘…one might go so far as to say that there is scarcely a regulation restricting 

the activities of the commoners that has not become a dead letter. Most notable, perhaps, 

is the vexed problem of the heather and its periodical burning. The general public may 

well tire of this subject which of necessity has come very much to the fore, but it is one 

which every man who values such things as natural beauty, historic conditions, and last 

but not least, the claims of wild life, cannot but feel very strongly… 

   A warm spring is very delightful, but upon Dartmoor it has one decided drawback, 

since it presents too free a field to that prince of vandals, the person who cannot resist 

setting fire to anything that will burn. During spring and early summer one may travel for 

miles across once glorious hills and moors, and see little more than a blackened 

wilderness that senseless burning has not only disfigured but rendered sterile and 

worthless for an indefinite period. Anyone inquiring into the purpose of these 

indiscriminate fires will be informed by the villagers that it is only “swaling”, or burning 

the heather to provide pasturage. Fresh grass, one is assured, springs up in the track of the 

blaze. This seems at first to be plausible enough, and were the burning of the moorlands 

confined to judicious swaling, done properly and when necessary by responsible people, 

as upon the northern grouse moors, no reasonable objection could be raised. Nothing, 

however, could be farther removed from the state of affairs upon Dartmoor. The passion 

to kindle fires becomes literally a fever amongst a certain section of the country-people at 

this time of year, and every bush or patch of heather that will “run”, as the expression 

goes, is set alight, utterly irrespective of its worthlessness or value as pasturage. Early last 

summer, when walking over a high ridge in the Okehampton district, I was pleased to see 

a promising crop of young herbage springing up in the track of a fire which had stripped 

the hillside almost to bedrock some four years before [c. 1926]. The growth contained as 

much grass as heather, providing excellent rough pasturage. I was astonished, therefore, 

when re-crossing the hill a week or two later to find heather and grass once more burned 

to the very roots, and the ground again reduced to an arid waste useless to man or beast. 

Again, on Whit-Monday, 1929 [20 May], I counted no fewer than thirty-five fires blazing 

on and around Cosdon Beacon, where the inhabitants of South Tawton were “beating the 

bounds”. The fires were lit in this instance, I was told, despite the protests of more 

responsible-minded parishioners. 

  Doubtless there are country-people capable of appreciating rural beauty…it is 

with…troublesome minorities that one has mainly to contend nowadays. The wholesale 

conflagrations, deplored by every sane person, are usually the work of a few village 

youths, for whom such considerations as natural beauties do not exist. They set fire to 
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gorse-brakes, wayside bushes, and anything and everything to which they dare put a 

match, merely for the boyish love of a blaze, and the moment they are free to do so, they 

rush off to the hills to pursue this primitive pastime. Without exaggeration, many 

thousands of acres of beautiful young heather - cover for birds and places of unalloyed 

pleasure to all who can appreciate wild charm – are destroyed for no better purpose than 

to provide an hour or so of excitement to a few village lads and children who naturally 

cannot be expected to know any better. So reckless are these amateur “swalers”, that fires 

are lighted utterly regardless of the consequences. That they sometimes extend to 

adjoining woodlands and private property has been proved by recent instances. In the 

Tavistock district a year or two ago sheep were caught and burned between conflicting 

fires, while it is nothing unusual during the nesting season to find brooding birds literally 

roasted upon their eggs. 

   The evil is as old as the hills themselves, though, like all other abuses of the kind, it 

increases every year with the growing population, and the crying need for action becomes 

more palpable. 

[He then quotes Gilbert White of Selborne in the 18
th

 century who himself quotes ‘Statute 

4 and 5, W. and Mary, c.23: “to burn on any waste, between Candlemas and Midsummer, 

any grig, ling, heath and furze, goss [sic] or fern, is punishable with whipping and 

confinement in the house of correction”] 

  To-day I could indicate areas that are still barren on account of fires lighted during the 

great drought of 1921. In this respect, too, the old-fashioned Moor farmer of a certain 

type is as purblind as his New Forest representative of Gilbert White’s days, and cannot 

be brought to see that fire, far from being of necessity his best friend, when misapplied 

more often than not proves his worst enemy. It is yet another case of  “a little 

knowledge”, also of a sound principle carried to a deplorable extreme. 

   The primitive Dartmoor villager, again, is possessed of the idea that the privilege of 

burning whatever he pleases is one of his jealously guarded “rights”, and burn he will, 

whatever, wherever, and whenever he can, even though he owns no sheep or cattle, and 

stands to derive no benefit from the destruction he effects. For this reason he encourages 

rather than represses the youth of the parish in its irresponsible orgies, with such 

disastrous results that lovers of Dartmoor have been heard to remark that the country is 

now scarcely worth visiting, so sadly is it defaced. 

   Is there no remedy? a resident of Widecombe inquired in a letter to The Times a year or 

so ago…Is it only in Devonshire that the vandal can be a law unto himself?...Upon the 

actual Forest of Dartmoor the matter largely rests with the Duchy of Cornwall, and up to 

a certain point the fires are held in check, systematic swaling being undertaken by 

competant [sic] persons. None the less, a great many are lighted surreptitiously, and it is 

nothing unusual to see large areas ablaze, in the kindling of which the Duchy employees 

have had no part. One Sunday afternoon in May, 1929, I was unable to reach Cranmere 

Pool on account of a huge conflagration which swept hundreds of acres like a prairie fire, 

destroying peat and heather in its track. This is only one of numberless instances that 

might be named. Upon the Forest as a rule the offender merely sets the heather alight and 

beats a hasty retreat, leaving the blaze to extend or die out as chance wills. Upon the 

Commons, on the other hand, there is no pretence of secrecy, and here the case presents 

countless difficulties, not the least of which is the attitude of the villagers in general 

towards any attempt to restrict – as they consider – their so-called liberties. A year or two 
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ago the Devon County Council placed notices upon many of the Dartmoor Commons 

forbidding the lighting of fires by “unauthorized” persons, and the police were instructed 

to take action in all cases that seemed to come under this heading. The success of the 

measure was distinctly limited, however, and upon this side [i.e. north] of the Moor at 

any rate, negligible, mainly for lack of local support. Two village youths of Belstone 

parish were caught red-handed, and would have been prosecuted in the ordinary course of 

events. This proceeding, however, roused a storm of protest. Mass meetings were called 

and demonstrations suggested, the outcome of it all being that the case was dropped, 

while the notice-boards for the most part were knocked down or destroyed, and no further 

steps were taken in the matter. 

   So little has been effected, indeed, that the present spring of 1931 has witnessed the 

worst fires for many years in some localities. They have been particularly rampant along 

the line of Commons stretching south from Cosdon Beacon to the Chagford hills and 

away to Grimspound and Hamel Down. The main stumbling in the way of suppression 

lies in the precise definition of the term “unauthorized”. Anyone remonstrated with 

immediately pleads rights as a commoner, whether he happens to be six years old or 

sixty. The inevitable question thus arises as to the qualifications that constitute a 

“Commoner”, mere residence in a parish seeming scarcely sufficient to justify the claim. 

In old local phraseology, he is defined as a “pot-boiler”, or householder, but whether the 

assumed rights and privileges of such a person extend automatically to all members of his 

household is more than doubtful. I happened not long ago to overhear part of an argument 

between a local J.P. and a labourer whose sons had been caught lighting heather-fires. 

The labourer, according to custom, claimed rights conferred during the reign of King 

John, while the village magnate adhered firmly to his point, which was to the effect that, 

whatever the unstable monarch may have said or done in days gone by, it in no way 

entitled any cottager’s boys “to go up on the Moor and do just what they’m minded”. 

Personally, I was entirely of his way of thinking. 

   …It has been suggested that each parish should appoint its own official swaler, in 

whom might be vested the sole authority to burn gorse or heather within that parish’s 

boundaries, but whether in this case the remedy would prove worse than the complaint is 

an open question. It is quite conceivable that men employed for this purpose and no other 

would quickly eliminate every sprig of heather upon the Commons. This, from an 

agricultural point of view, might be considered desirable, until one remembers that there 

are other sides to the purely economic question. During severe weather, such as deep 

snow, or in times of drought, a certain amount of heather is almost essential upon 

mountainous country, both as shelter and food for sheep. The young plant itself providing 

quite useful and edible pasturage which is usually accessible when grass is covered. This 

circumstance has not, I think, been taken sufficiently into account. Again it is argued, and 

with truth, that the elimination of heather from high moorlands is frequently succeeded 

by the appearance of dwarf gorse and bracken, the last state being, in consequence, 

decidedly worse than the first. 

   Finally, there arises the question of wild bird-life, and the destruction involved under 

the existing system. It is difficult to see how burning upon an extensive scale can be 

carried on during the nesting season without violating the express provisions of the Wild 

Birds Protection Acts, since to swale a wide tract of moorland without burning many 

nests with eggs or young is clearly impossible. However that may be, the case might 
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easily be met by a law under which swaling should automatically cease upon a given 

date, say, April 1. This should meet every objection, and is only consistent with both the 

old Forest rules and the existing Wild Birds Protection Acts. Formerly swaling was 

forbidden under any circumstances upon Dartmoor Forest after the month of March, and 

the rule is still more or less recognized, although in general effect it exists merely to be 

disregarded. The stock objection that under its strict enforcement, burning might be 

entirely impossible for the current season should the early spring prove wet may be 

dismissed offhand. So excessive is the swaling under present conditions, that its total 

cessation for one year or even during a period of years, would be beneficial rather than 

otherwise to the real interests of all concerned, involving no hardship whatsoever. By 

right, the moorlands should be apportioned, as was once the case, for systematic swaling, 

ten years being then the period prescribed by rule between each burning. The lapse of this 

system is largely responsible for the indiscriminate methods now employed. 

    Incidentally, there is a popular belief that the majority of fires are due to accidental 

causes…The moorlands would present a very different spectacle to-day were accidental 

fires in truth mainly responsible for their disfigurement. 

   A great deal has been said again about mischievous burning upon the part of trippers, to 

which one can only reply that the damage done by such persons in this respect is 

negligible. It should be pointed out that the great fires occur for the most part early in the 

summer, long before the real “tripper season” has even begun. The excursionist…is too 

fearful of consequences to commit arson upon an extensive scale. It is somewhat curious 

to note that the Rev. Hugh Bretton [sic], writing in 1914, pleads with the visitor not to 

“snatch the bread out of the mouths of these moormen” by setting alight to their pasture 

and the brakes which provide cover for their rabbits. Nowadays it is the visitor – not 

always the vandal depicted by Mr. Baring Gould – who pleads for protection against the 

wanton and suicidal activities of the Commoner, who destroys not only the beauty but the 

utility of the countryside. We live in a revolutionary age indeed.’ [Gordon, 1931, 38-48]. 

     Re black grouse: ‘John Bennett first informed me of this peculiarity of the black game, 

of which he was able to take frequent advantage, when the birds abounded on the ranges, 

and he, like many others, lived entirely by his gun. There was little swaling in those days. 

Over many-thousand-acre sweeps luxuriant heather stretched unbroken, cropping up here 

and there in tall, dense brakes through which no setter could work. These were the great 

strongholds of the black grouse…’ [idem, 61-2] 

     ‘Though the whortleberry plant is abundant upon the Moor, in some localities 

covering acres of ground, constant burning has reduced it considerably. I ventured to 

point this out to a commoner who was bemoaning the decrease of the whortleberry crop, 

but he solemnly assured me that swaling had nothing to do with the matter. “It was just 

that there didn’t seem to be no young bushes coming on.” ’ [idem, 326-7] 

   ‘It is interesting to note that one old writer informs us that the custom of “firing the 

bracken which grows in such quantities on the Devonshire moors” originated in the belief 

that setting fire to growing fern would produce rain, and was a custom much practised in 

the seventeenth century.’ [idem, 333; see above (32); [see also Gordon in Harvey & 

Leger-Gordon, 1953, 169-70] 

 

(68) 1933 – ‘Swaling, or burning, the heather is an operation which is practised to excess. 

The idea is to destroy the large bushes, which may grow to be knee deep, and to 
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encourage young growth both of heather and of grass. The effect, especially where the 

ground is as moist as heather can well endure, is too frequently to create a waste of burnt 

twigs; and on some such wastes no effective growth of vegetation may establish itself 

even within as long a period as twenty years. 

   In swaling, the heather is lit to leeward and the flames work up the wind, it thus follows 

that even a slight breach in the continuity of the growth may put a stop to the further 

spread of the fire. The sparks are blown back over the area already burnt. Even a sheep 

track may suffice to check the spread of the flames. Pl.19A shows a narrow track on 

Langstone Moor, Petertavy, with, on the left a burnt area, and on the right a relatively 

short growth of unburnt heather.’ [Spooner & Russell, 1953, 67 + Pl.19A – lecture read 

by R.H. Worth in 1933 and first published in Trans. Plymouth Institution, 17] 

 

(69) c.1939 Printed Notice, identical to that produced in c.1910 [see above (46)] with 

additional wording as follows: ‘All Fires must be extinguished before sunset in 

accordance with the Emergency Powers (Defence) Regulations, 1939, and the Orders 

made thereunder.’ [copy in Dartmoor National Park Office in possn. S. Goodfellow, Dec. 

2005] 

 

(70) 1944 – [poem]  SWALING, DARTMOOR 

A lit match, 

Like a glowing seed, 

Is dropped in the gorse, 

And, suddenly, 

The moor reddens to life 

With leaping flowers of fire, wind-begotten. 

 

Through smoke-clouds, 

Storm-grey, ash-white, 

Flame-petals 

In the March air 

Riot and quiver; 

Dartmoor, arid and savage, 

Is lit to a garden – 

A burning bush: 

Flames for the dazzle of flowers; 

For perfume, scorching scrub. 

[Teresa Hooley in Stapleton, 1986, 46] 

 

(71) 1948 – ‘Every year in early Spring swaling is carried out on the moors, the farmers 

burning the old gorse and heather to clear and refresh the ground. Unfortunately it is a 

great temptation for small boys also to light their little fires, and some parts of the moor 

have been overburnt, with the result that only clumps of turf remain instead of the great 

thick stretches of heather to which the Dartmoor addict was accustomed. 

   It is a fascinating sight to watch this process of purification by fire, whose beginnings 

stretch back into the early days of time. As you walk over the great hills, a column of 

smoke rises like some giant waterspout, wreathing upward in the wind then sweeping low 
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over the ground. On reaching its source, you find a fire, an oasis of light in the wide 

wilderness of green and brown. Bright streaming caverns of flame fall into enchanting 

pergolas and curving bowers where the Greek muses might well have composed their 

songs of beauty, First you see a sun-bright garden in the wind, then the flames leap, fall 

on a fresh tuft of grass, flicker, flare up; and behind is left a grey ruin, a pale pattern of 

fragile remnants of fern. So the crimson snake creeps along the ground till exhausted. 

Then the crackling ends, the smoke ceases to blow bitterness into the eyes, and a hush 

falls upon the land, broken only by the high larks fluttering and carolling tirelessly. The 

next day, this patch of moorland will greet you with a rich warm peaty smell redolent of 

things to come. Brown as a chestnut, it will be bared to the life-drawing rays of the sun; 

and many days later, strong bright spears of grass will be thrown up to protect the 

surrounding land.’ [Seaman, 1948, ix-x] 

 

(72) 1949 –  re The Heather and Grass Burning (England and Wales) Regulations, 1949 

(Statutory Instrument 1949, No. 386) – ‘They prohibit burning between the thirty-first 

day of March and the first day of November in any year except in accordance with the 

conditions of a licence issued by the Minister’. They make no mention of gorse or 

bracken. 48 hours written notice of intention to burn must be given to landlord, tenant or 

person in charge of the land. A displayed notice must be given ‘to those who have 

grazing rights’. 

 

(73) 1953 – ‘…Bracken, Pteridium aquilinum, is spreading over many Dartmoor hills at a 

rate which brings dismay to walker and grazier alike…A great step towards checking its 

advance might, however, be taken if a more rational policy of “swaling,” or moor 

burning, were adopted. At present swaling appears to be a quite haphazard process, 

undertaken at the caprice of any commoner…As far as its biological results are 

concerned, it is becoming all too plain that too frequent and uncontrolled burning is 

steadily weakening the Heather and grasses; while the Bracken, the rhizomes of which lie 

too deep to be damaged, is encouraged, finding little cover to compete with when it 

comes up in the spring. As a consequence, large areas of formerly good Heather or grass 

grazing have become flooded with Bracken…’ [Harvey in Harvey & Leger-Gordon, 

1953, 70] 

     

    ‘Such tough old plants [of heather] are, however, rare, owing to the practice of 

swaling. The object of this periodic burning is to rid the ground of the woody twigs and 

stimulate a dense growth of tender young shoots, thereby improving the pasturage. When 

it is carried out with restraint, and with planned consideration of local conditions, this 

does indeed maintain the grazing qualities of heather moorland, and it is a normal and 

profitable procedure on the grouse moors of northern England and Scotland. But 

unhappily, on Dartmoor, swaling has become involved in local politics. The commoners 

regard it as a right which must be exercised, often regardless of whether or no it may be 

necessary or desirable for a particular moor. The result has been that the Heather is 

weakened, rather than stimulated, by too frequent burning, or by burning when the moor 

is too dry, so that the fierce heat engendered destroys the topsoil and, with it, the roots of 

the Heather. All too frequently…Bracken is encouraged, and completes the destruction of 

the pasturage started by this unwise incendiarism. 
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  Not all the moors are so recklessly treated…’ [idem, 71-2] 

 

   ‘L(ycopodium) clavatum [Club Moss] …is occasionally to be met with…The only 

circumstances of which I know in which it obtrudes itself to the observer are after the 

burning of the Heather. Then the long creeping stems of the Lycopodium catch the eye by 

their chaffy colour and appearance as they twine among the blackened debris. It is 

interesting to find that this plant, with no woody stock and very shallow rooting, can 

survive swaling, and indeed recover vigorously long before the other plants of the 

community have made a new start.’ [idem, 77] 

     

(74) 1954 – ‘Apart from the fact that stock are kept there [Dartmoor] all the year round 

now, there is too much indiscriminate “swailing” in some districts. This is the burning of 

the furze and heather, which is done in order that grass may spring up and afford 

pasturage.’ [Fogwill, 1954, 110-111] 

 

(75) c.1955 - ‘SWALING. The burning of old, coarse heather, furze and fibrous grass to 

clear the way for the growth of young grass and heather to provide grazing. Used to 

excess it defeats its purpose, may encourage bracken, encourage soil-erosion, and even 

destroy the humus – which forms the greater part of Dartmoor soil. Only certain 

authorised persons are permitted to swale, and then only at certain times and under very 

rigorous conditions. Each section of moor may only be swaled once in every so many 

years. All unauthorised swaling is brutal vandalism, often destroying nesting birds, 

confining others in small areas & encouraging disease, and greatly impairing the grazing 

value of the moor. If only in the interests of the national larder, heavy punishments 

should be meted out to offenders.’ [Westcountry Studies Library, Exeter sxB/DAR 

5/0001/PAR, Hamlyn Parsons’ Dartmoor Collections Volume 1 – General Topography – 

32. Dartmoor Glossary] 

 

(76) 1956 – ‘’Our critics attribute the recent undoubted increase [in bracken] to excessive 

and indiscriminate ‘swaling’ (i.e. burning of heather and gorse) but we do not think this is 

well founded… 

   The practice of swaling…is beneficial if carried out systematically and in moderation, 

but is highly destructive when resorted to indiscriminately. The purpose of it, of course, is 

to destroy old and unpalatable heather and gorse and to encourage natural regeneration, 

producing young plants of both species to provide winter grazing for stock. 

  In recent years much wanton damage has been done by schoolchildren and by gangs of 

youths who set fire to the herbage for their sport, mostly in the traditional swaling month 

of March when, as a rule, weather conditions are dry and windy. 

   The apprehension of these persons is of extreme difficulty; for when, for instance, a 

village constable sees a fire on a remote part of the Moor and hastens to the spot he 

usually finds either no one there or a party of Commoners engaged in lawful, systematic 

swaling. Clearly this is a frustrating experience calculated to dampen the enthusiasm of 

any constable. 

….a system has now been introduced whereby each parish or manor Commoners’ 

Association decides shortly in advance of the start of the swaling season which parts of 

their commons are to be burned, and notifies the local Police of their decision. This at 
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least should save the village constable many a wild goose chase. Commoners have been 

urged to notify the Police immediately an unauthorised fire is seen. 

   Some publicity has been given through the Press to the fact that under Section 16 of the 

Malicious Damage Act, 1861, the unlawful setting fire to heath, gorse, furze or fern is a 

felony punishable with imprisonment for fourteen years. A few successful prosecutions 

under this section would probably put an end to this vandalism.’ [Dartmoor Commoners’ 

Association, 1956, 21-22] 

The Association recommended the establishment of a Council to regulate, inter alia, 

swaling. [idem, 24-5]   

They also noted that ‘Swaling (i.e the burning of heather and rough grass) is prohibited 

between the 31
st
 March and 1

st
 November in any year except by licence of the Ministry of 

Agriculture’. [idem, 39] 

 

(77) 1961 – ‘after March 31
st
 farmers have to apply for a licence [from the Ministry of 

Agriculture] if they want to make their moorland fires… 

   ‘Swaling has been in full swing during the past month or two, particularly during the 

fine spell. Swaling is a controversial subject. The object of the periodic burning is to rid 

the ground of woody twigs and stimulate the growth of tender young shoots, thus 

improving the pasturage.  

   When it is carried out considerately it maintains the grazing qualities of heather 

moorland and is normal procedure on the grouse moors of Northern England and 

Scotland.  

   On Dartmoor, however, swaling has become involved in local politics…The result of 

too frequent burning, or burning when the moor is too dry, is that the heather is weakened 

instead of stimulated, because the topsoil, together with the roots of the heather, is 

destroyed.’ [Anon, 1961,7] 

 

(78) 1963 – ‘One afternoon, some years ago, in conversation with an old countryman, I 

deplored the fact that the golden glory of gorse in the valley around us had recently been 

reduced to a blackened waste. “Well, maybe,” was his doubtful reply, “but think of the 

varmint it harboured.” … 

   ‘not one cigarette end in 1,000 ever starts a moorland conflagration. The “careless 

cigarette end” is a convenient scapegoat, and so are picnic fires….Most fires are lit by 

irresponsible young people merely for fun…The Hill Farming Act of 1949 lays down that 

those who have the right to burn heather and grass are “the occupiers and users of rough 

land” and they may do so only between October 31 and March 31 inclusive. 

   ‘One Sunday afternoon, when sitting on a tor beyond Belstone, we witnessed an 

eruption of what appeared to be the whole of Belstone Sunday School, let loose with 

boxes of matches and lighting every tuft of gorse and heather until we were encircled by 

suffocating smoke. 

   A woman recently told me that, as a child, she always understood they were supposed 

to burn anywhere they liked every year “to make grass for the sheep” . She added that her 

parents supplied her with one box of matches which had to last for the annual orgy. 

   Only last week, a friend walking in Belstone Cleave watched a party of five young 

people pour paraffin from a bottle on to the dry bracken in several places and then set 
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them alight. After enjoying the results for some minutes they got back into their car and 

departed… 

   As for the authorised occupier or commoner – which nowadays means a grazier – he 

seldom makes any attempt to control the heather fire that starts – even if he could. He 

gets off his horse, puts a match to the dry heath, and rides on, leaving the result to chance 

and the wind. 

  This practice is often referred to as “swaling” , which it is not. True swaling is organised 

burning such as is carried out on the northern grouse moors, where areas of heather are 

burned in annual rotation under strict control and supervision, nothing being left to 

chance… 

   Since the formation of the Dartmoor Commoners’ Association there has certainly been 

an improvement in the situation right out on the open moor and forest. It is the nearer and 

more accessible spots which are annually destroyed, mainly by match-box happy, 

irresponsible youngsters… 

   So the fiery chain stretches unbroken – in the language of the commoner – “from time 

immemorial” to the present…’ [Leger Gordon, 1963] 

 

(79) 1964 – ‘Once again the fire brigades have had a hectic week-end on Dartmoor and 

Exmoor, dealing with swaling – the burning of gorse and heather – that has got out of 

hand. The remarkable thing is that the majority of these calls come at the week-ends. 

   It may be, of course, that farmers have more time then to do their properly regulated 

burning, but it may also be that these are the days when people get out from the towns 

and celebrate the old belief, quite wrongly held, that anyone can go swaling in March…a 

match in just one gorse bush can devastate scores of acres in no time. The result is not 

only danger to houses and plantations on the edge of the moorland, but a blackened patch 

of hillside that disfigures the Moor for many months. 

   There is a considerable school of thought that swaling in any case does little to improve 

pasture, which is the basic aim. What does happen is that bracken has more chance to 

spread, and bracken makes no better fodder than the gorse and heather it displaces. Nor is 

it so good to look at. 

   There is little doubt that in the past 20 or 30 years bracken has spread much higher on 

the Moor than ever before. 

  To cut the gorse and heather with modern machines is quite simple, and cutting over a 

few years effectively discourages and kills off bracken. 

   It is more expensive than the present method some commoners’ associations have of 

employing a man to do the swaling, but it might in the long run be cheaper in that it 

would produce much more grazing than the old method.’ [Western Morning News, 10 

March 1964, p.4]. 

 

(80) - ‘FIRE  The use of fire as an agent of clearance and for changing vegetation is 

extremely ancient. On Dartmoor there is no reason why fire should not have been an 

ecological factor since prehistoric times, and its use passed into common rights during 

medieval times. The main use of it on moorland is to burn off old ‘leggy’ heather in order 

to allow fresh young growth of value to stock and grouse… 

   Applied over a long period of time, burning leads to changes which are detrimental to 

the pastures [referencing McVean, 1959, ‘Muir burning and conservation’, Scot. 
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Agriculture, Autumn 1959, 79-82]. Bare patches among the heather increase and thin peat 

may burn off completely, exposing soil to wind and rain. When deep peat is present, 

burning accelerates deep hagging. Burning also leads to a decrease in soil fertility, since 

many minerals are lost in the smoke or leached out of the resulting ash. Where heather 

and bracken lands meet the burning leads to the spread of the bracken, which has 

additionally been facilitated by the cessation of the practice of cutting the fern for winter 

litter, since animals are now outwintered on the moor. To be an effective and non-

degradational means of land management, moor burning or ‘swaling’ has to be carefully 

controlled with respect to factors such as season, site and slope, and carried out in 

rotation. 

   Carefully managed grazing, with burning to encourage heather, may not be in itself a 

bad form of land use in all upland areas, but the prolonged intensity of grazing which 

Dartmoor has had, combined with the decline in soil fertility which burning encourages 

in areas of high rainfall, has undoubtedly left the moorland pastures in a run-down state 

and in need of careful control and improvement. By the criterion of usefulness and 

sustained yield therefore burning is certainly a down-grade influence…’ [Simmons, 1964,  

205 – see also Fig.5 p. 210 which suggests ‘Burning’ as having started in the 6
th

 

millennium BC]. 

 

‘The erosion [of the blanket peat] would have begun when the pressure of grazing and 

frequency of burning of the blanket bog had destroyed the Sphagnum cover of the peat, 

replacing it with Calluna and Eriophorum spp.[cotton grasses], which in turn were burnt 

and grazed until they were so weak that wind and rain were able to carve gullies in the 

peat, after which erosion proceeded rapidly, creating a drainage system within the peat 

area…If the pressure of burning and grazing are lessened plants such as Eriophorum 

augustifolium may have a chance to colonise the bare areas and help to stop erosion’. 

[idem, 206] 

 

(81) 1966 – ‘…February when the swayling fires are burning and the hillsides are turning 

black.’ 

‘SWAYLING – the burning of heather every five years; the purpose is to invigorate 

growth. Best confined to February and early March, before the birds are nesting. Random 

fires, lit in mischief or by accident, do more damage than does controlled swayling.’ 

[Smith, 1966, 158, 194]. 

 

(82) 1966 -1969 – ‘One hundred and seven (107) fires took place between 1966 and 

1969…These covered a combined total of 10,781 acres [excluding an area of 7,840 acres 

on the Southern Moor].’ [Ward, Thomson & Davis, 1970, 82].  Including the southern 

moor area ‘the average fire size [is] approx. 175 acres, and the average annual area 4,655 

acres’. [idem] 

 

(83) 1966/7  - there were 38 fires on Dartmoor totalling 5,292.7 ac (2,141.9 ha) [Ward, 

Jones & Manton, 1972, 522, Fig. 6] 

 

(84) 1968 – there were 23 fires on Dartmoor, totalling 2,119 acres (857.5 ha) [Ward, 

Jones & Manton, 1972, 520, Fig. 5] 
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(85) 1969 –  ‘ “ Swaling” is the local term for the burning of vegetation (principally 

Calluna, but also some Ulex and Molinia) in order to create a flush of new growth for 

grazing livestock.’ 

   ‘Fires on Dartmoor are allowed to burn with the wind, with the result that Calluna 

stems are usually only slightly charred. In some cases they [dead stems] were found to 

persist for four years after a fire.’ [Ward, Thomson & Davis, 1970, 77] 

 

(86) - In 1969 there were 47 fires on Dartmoor, totalling 3,369 ac (1,363.4 ha) [Ward, 

Jones & Manton, 1972, 518, Fig.4] 

 

(87) 1970 – ‘ The heather moors are dominated by Calluna vulgaris but are rarely perfect 

since they are affected by burning or swaling in order to stimulate new growth for 

pasturage. Where this is carried to excess, bracken colonises the burnt areas.’ [Brunsden 

& Gerrard, 1970, 42] 

 

(88) ‘Different portions of the moorland grazings are burnt over or ‘swaled’ every few 

years to prune down the old woody growth of heather and furze and encourage the 

production of young, more digestible shoots.’[Havinden & Wilkinson, 1970, 146] 

  

(89) 1971 – 31 March: in vicinity of The Sheepfold, N of Postbridge: ‘The weather was 

perfect – a hazy sun with a slight smell of smoke in the air from swaling/heath fire to the 

east’ [Notebook in TG’s possn.] 

 

(90) 1972 - ‘Originally, burning vegetation was a means of eradicating forest and scrub. 

However, this is no longer so on areas such as Dartmoor… 

   ‘The management reason for modern swaling is to create a new flush of growth for 

grazing, by burning off the litter and woody growth of heather, rough grass and gorse…A 

swaling programme should therefore aim to rejuvenate these species by burning them at 

the optimum time for vigorous regenerative growth. 

…repeated burning of a heather area when the canopy is less than 10 years old is liable to 

reduce the dominance of heather in the long term, a process which is occurring on 

Dartmoor, because the canopy does not attain its maximum cover until about that age… 

   For grouse the desired fire size is about one acre, for sheep forty to sixty acres. Out of a 

total of 107 fires known to have occurred on Dartmoor between 1965 and 1969, 

approximately one third cover a substantially greater area than 60 acres…, whilst one 

west of Quintin’s Man covered over one thousand acres, and another between Cramber 

Tor and Combshead Tor was almost one thousand acres...’ 

   The long term consequence of a badly managed burning programme is a deterioration 

in the condition of the vegetation, often accompanied by soil (or peat) erosion. The lost 

soil can never be replaced and the vegetation changes are difficult to halt or reverse. On 

Dartmoor two main vegetation types are subjected to swaling; the blanket-bog areas and 

the peripheral well-drained heathlands. In the former, purple moor grass (Molinia 

caerulea, deer grass, (Tricophorum caespitosum) and cotton grass (Eriophorum 

vaginatum) are prevalent. These species are fire resistant as their growth points are 

protected deep within the basal leaf sheaths. Burning thus results in their spread at the 
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expense of heather. Measures should be taken to discourage the spread of purple moor 

grass by preventing over-frequent burning in areas where heather is still prominent. There 

is also a severe risk of peat erosion on the blanket bogs… 

   Controlled burning of the drier heaths is less problematical, and there is no reason why 

a planned swaling programme should not encourage the regular rejuvenation of heather 

areas. It appears, however, that these areas are being burnt too frequently, resulting in a 

general reduction of heather, and the complete loss of some areas of heath under a sea of 

bracken.  This is evident on parts of Trendlebere Down and around Haytor. It is a mistake 

to burn areas of heath where a sparse cover of bracken occurs. The fire destroys the 

canopy of the heather, but the chief food store of the bracken – the underground rhizome 

– is completely unaffected. In the absence of competition from the heather the bracken 

flourishes and assumes dominance over the whole area. The bracken canopy is stable and 

the heather is unable to re-establish. 

  The effects of burning on animal life are less well known… 

   Thus fire in the form of a carefully controlled swaling programme can be a useful 

management tool. However, without care it can result in unintentional changes in the 

vegetation and soil…It now requires the co-operation of all interested parties to set up a 

suitable framework within which a swaling policy could be formulated.’ [Ward, 1972, 

186-190] 

 

(91)  - ‘Blanket bog is subjected to swaling (the local term for heather burning)’ [Ward, 

Jones & Manton, 1972, 512]. 

‘The heath areas are regularly swaled.’[idem, 514] 

Molinia is strikingly prevalent. It is a ‘fire-climax’ vegetation ‘from which heather has 

been eliminated by repeated burning’. [idem, 517] 

‘the wisdom of managing these [Molinia] communities by swaling must be carefully 

questioned’ [idem, 521] 

‘the continued burning of blanket bog may be unnecessary…In addition to degrading the 

value of the herbage, swaling causes peat and soil erosion’ [idem, 523-4] 

‘the prevalence within the blanket bog system of Molinia caerulea, Trichophorum 

caespitosum, Eriophorum vaginatum and Juncus squarrosus is indicative of the 

disturbance caused by swaling for use as an upland grazing system.’[idem, 525] 

‘Swaling may…account for the invasion of heath areas by bracken.’ [idem, 526] 

‘Most swaling occurs in March’ [idem, 526]. 

 ‘The peripheral dry heaths are subjected to swaling’ [idem, 528] 

‘Swaling on Dartmoor is the subject of much controversy.’ [idem, 528] 

‘on the poorer soils the resulting sward of Agrostis setacea and Molinia caerulea which 

replaces the Calluna forms poor grazing.’ [idem, 529] 

‘Most of the fires cover too great an acreage, and tend to obliterate whole canopies of 

heather rather than fragmenting them and retaining a variable age structure…It is 

probable that fires of 16-24 ha (40 to 60 acres) range would…constitute the largest 

acceptable size on Dartmoor, in order to fragment large canopies of Calluna…The 

importance of a swaling programme which creates a mosaic of heather canopies of mixed 

ages cannot be overstressed’ [idem, 529-530] 

‘Over-frequent burning is resulting in the gradual invasion of heaths by bracken; and the 

progressive replacement of heather by a poor quality sward.’ [idem, 531] 
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(92) - ‘Over-frequent burning is resulting in the gradual invasion of Dartmoor’s heaths by 

bracken and the progressive replacement of heather by a poor quality sward, a team of 

scientists has concluded in a research programme report on the vegetation of Dartmoor. 

  They say also there is a reduction in gorse which, together with heather, constitutes 

valuable winter forage.’ [Mildren, 1972] 

 

(93) 1974 – Survey of Narrator Brook catchment: 

‘C. vulgaris age is controlled entirely by management being determined by the frequency 

of burning.’ [Kent & Wathern, 1980, 168] 

‘burnt heathland and blanket bog occur on the higher plateau.’ [idem] 

‘extensive burning and intensive grazing’ recorded  in Group 8 (27 quadrats) [idem, 169]. 

‘Recent burning in the catchment is confirmed by the age distribution of C. vulgaris. In 

1974 the maximum age was 18 yr, while only five of the 76 samples exceeded 12 yr old. 

Most C. vulgaris was between three and five yr old, representing reestablishment after 

burns visible on the aerial photography of 1969.’ [idem, 171] 

‘Virtually all the vegetation is subject to modification by biotic factors and can be 

considered as a grazing and burning plagioclimax.’ [idem, 171] 

 

(94) c. 1975 [?] – [photograph] “ ‘Swaling’ on North Bovey Common below ‘Kings 

Tor’ and near to ‘Kings Barrow’ by…Malcolm Osborne farming ‘South Hook[n]er’ that 

joins the Common” [reproduced in Pearse, 2004, 54] 

 

(95) 1985 – Dartmoor Commons Act 1985 : ‘the Commoners’ Council may… 

(b) burn heather, gorse, grass and bracken on the commons to such extent as in their 

opinion is desirable for purposes of livestock husbandry… [Part III, 4. (2), p.6]… 

and shall make regulations…(vii) to regulate or prohibit the burning of heather, gorse, 

grass and bracken on the commons’ [Part III, 5. (1) (a), p.8] 

 

(96) 1986 – ‘Burning, however, even if well organized, is a second-best land 

management: at best it destroys both the animals and plants that are sensitive to fire, and 

the creatures that specifically need old heather.’ [Rackham, 1986, 327] 

 

(97) - The right to burn is ‘deeply embedded within farming tradition [on Dartmoor].’ 

[Scott,1986, quoted in Acland, 1998, 47] 

 

(98) 1992 – The Heather and Grass Burning Code (published by Ministry of Agriculture, 

Fisheries and Food) 

 

(99) 1994 – The Heather and Grass Burning Code (amended version of 18-page booklet 

published by MAFF): ‘Careful periodic burning of Heather, Grass and Vaccinium can 

have advantages for both agriculture and wildlife conservation. It provides improved 

accessibility and better food value for grazing animals, and a more suitable habitat for 

game and wildlife alike. However, ill-considered burning  can be counter-productive, 

destroying valuable grazing, plants, animals and birds, altering the physical structure, the 
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chemical composition and even the hydrology of the soil and marring the appearance of 

the landscape. 

  Burning in itself is not an effective means of control of: 

    Gorse. Burning is of little benefit for long term control. Its effect is to bring about a 

break in seed dormancy resulting in the appearance of young seedlings as a carpet to re-

invade the burned area. 

    Bracken. Burning is of no benefit. Burning of dead litter is unlikely to affect the buds 

below the surface.’ [pp 5-6] 

 

(100) 1997 – ‘it is evident that the tendency for land owners to presume that all moorland 

should be burnt is met by an equal and opposite reaction by conservationists that it should 

not! This conflict undoubtedly stems from a lack of available data on which sound 

management decisions can be based.’ [Shaw, Wheeler & Backshall, 1997, 176] 

 

(101) – April: ‘On April 2…a blaze swept through 12 square miles of gorse and grass 

near Postbridge…the worst for 20 years, with devastating consequences for skylarks and 

other nesting birds. 

   The fire, which was thought to have started at Fur Tor in the heart of the moor, took 60 

firefighters three days to tame…six days later another serious fire broke out at 

Trendlebere Downs near Bovey Tracey on eastern Dartmoor. Nearby residents were 

evacuated as a precaution and 180 firefighters attended.’ 

   ‘Conservationists were in tears as they watched 300 acres of heathland…go up in 

flames. Eighty per cent of the heath was destroyed.’ [Western Morning News, ‘Sad 

history of destruction’, 25.4.2003] 

 

(102) - May: Decision taken ‘that fire plans should be drawn up for each common [on 

Dartmoor] with a five year rotation in mind’ [Goodfellow, 1998, 12] 

 

(103) - ‘Fires on Dartmoor over the very dry Easter period received national attention, 

and it is suspected that most were started deliberately. A 61 year old man was arrested in 

connection with the fire which devastated Trendlebere Down. 

  The extent of the fires, on both northern and southern areas of the moor, was extensive, 

and of greatest concern was damage to wildlife and their habitats. Rare species have had 

their habitats destroyed, such as the Dartford Warbler on Roborough and Trendlebere 

Downs, and the High Brown Fritillary butterfly and the Nightjars also on Trendlebere 

Down. The destruction of wildlife habitats for industrial and housing use, for example at 

Heathfield, Bovey Tracey, and at Ivybridge, has meant that these fires are even more 

critical for the wildlife we have made so rare.’ [Dartmoor Magazine, 47, Summer 1997, 

Back Chat, ‘Fires on Dartmoor’, 2] 

 

(104) - ‘Following the fire at Trendlebere Down some additional stones of the 

Trendlebere stone row have been revealed as well as two possible cairns.’ [Dartmoor 

Magazine, 47, Summer 1997, News From the National Park, ‘Prehistoric Finds’, 18] 

 

(105) 1998 – ‘frequent burning on Dartmoor remains a problem and in many years there 

are large numbers of uncontrolled fires across the moor.’  ‘The [Commoners’] Council 
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seems to accept the levels of burning currently taking place: once again, heather survival 

is not a major pre-occupation and the short-term benefit of fresh grass growth is 

understood to be an acceptable reason for continued over-swaling’ [Acland, 1998, 46-47]. 

Also quotes a Dartmoor commoner (11 June 1997) as follows: ‘The public need to see 

that it’s us and our ancestors who created the moor by our grazing and swaling. We seem 

to draw the short straw because the public blame us and they don’t understand’ [idem, 

47] 

 

(106) - ‘Careful periodic burning of upland vegetation can have advantages for 

agriculture, game rearing, wildlife conservation and intrinsic landscape appeal.’  ‘Nature 

conservation in the uplands of England is best served by achieving a range of burning 

management regimes, from more intensive to less intensive and no burning at all.’ ‘It is a 

common misconception that the main purpose of heather burning is to regenerate the 

heather.’ Layering of roots on wet ground ‘promotes regeneration without the necessity to 

burn’. [Backshall, 1998, 28-45] 

 

(107) - ‘There has never been a tradition of small carefully planned regular burns [on 

Dartmoor] as in most other upland where grouse are an economic crop’ [Goodfellow, 

1998), 10] 

 

(108)  - March: ‘Starchaser Three, a £70,000 rocket was launched from northern 

Dartmoor by amateur scientist, Steve Bennett, on 20
th

 March, having received permission 

from landowners, the Duchy of Cornwall…the rocket was airborne for only a few 

seconds before turning at a right angle to crash into a nearby hill, the consequences of 

which were scattered rocket debris and a large moorland fire…The blaze was attended by 

Okehampton firefighters and was brought under control, but local environmentalists were 

concerned about the possible loss of a bird nesting habitat…’ [Dartmoor Magazine, 51, 

Summer 1998, Back Chat, ‘Rocket Fires Moorland’, 4-5] 

 

(109) 1999 – ‘there was a consensus of opinion from most of the agencies that the 12,000 

hectares of blanket bog on the Forest and some home commons should not be burnt.’ 

 ‘Dr Brown and Sue Goodfellow confirmed the following…If blanket bog has to be 

burned it should be done in the autumn.’ [Commoners’ Council Minutes 3.2.1999, para 

4c. Biodiversity] 

 

(110) 2000 – ‘The switch from summer grazing to that of all the year round has put 

another tradition of Dartmoor under close scrutiny by conservationists. Swaling (the 

burning of old or dead vegetation) is practised to encourage new growth in the heather, 

gorse and grasses, and has always been considered good management by the Dartmoor 

farmer. Traditionally the moor is set alight whenever the conditions allow, usually (and 

hopefully) in March, before the ground-nesting birds have made a start.  

[Chapman, 2000, 77, 79] 

 

(111) - Spitchwick Common - ‘a father and son set alight a huge area, said to be quite 

uncontrollable by two people, and they went home before dark leaving the fire still 
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burning.’  ‘Eight FRCA officers had witnessed a burn on this non ESA common’ 

[Commoners’ Council Minutes 5.4.2000, para 5.3] 

 

(112) - Moorland Fire Liaison Group reported that birders were concerned with the 

impact of swaling on a hen harrier roost near the Warren House Inn [Minutes 6.6.2000] 

 

 

(113) 2002 – re Belstone: ‘A century ago wood and gorse were regularly cut for firewood 

or swaled on an annual basis, while cattle hooves crushed the bracken rhizomes. On the 

higher moor, slopes once covered in heather are now reduced to rough grass, mainly as a 

result of grazing pressures or indiscriminate burning. Douglas St Leger Gordon described 

breast-high heather at Taw Marsh after the First World War. In 1935 when a huge 

bonfire was lit on Watchet Hill to celebrate the Silver Jubilee of George V it burnt a large 

circle in the prolific heather – there is very little heather on Watchet today. [Walpole, C. 

& M., 2002, 95] 

 

(114) - ‘there was a large fire on the southern moor on Good Friday which was both 

potentially dangerous to people and damaging to the blanket bog…[and which has] put 

back the timetable for achieving conservation objectives on this internationally important 

site’. 

There had been ‘a few cases of fires getting out of control (Mary Tavy) or being burnt at 

night (Meldon and Teignhead)…[but] the situation is definitely improving’. [Moorland 

Fire Liaison Group Minutes 9.5.2002] 

 

(115) - ‘A large area of swaling between Fox Tor and Crane Hill apparently got out of 

hand in March and was attended by 70 firefighters. However, the burning has been 

beneficial to new plant growth as it is no longer smothered by the old grass.’ [Dartmoor 

Magazine, 67, Summer 2002, News in Brief, 7 + photo] 

 

(116) 2002-3 - ‘firebreaks for the Forest of Dartmoor remain an unresolved issue, as little 

progress can be made on this front until MoD cooperate in removing unexploded 

ordnance. The growth in vegetation, following a reduction in stock on the Forest, is likely 

to increase the fire hazard in this area of Dartmoor. Inevitably, the historical lack of 

grazing pressure in the south part of the Forest has resulted in a large and uncontrollable 

fire for the second year running causing great concern and undermining the integrity of 

the conservation plan drawn up for the ESA.’ [Secretary’s Report to the Commoners’ 

Council for the Year 2002-3] 

 

(117) 2003 – Arson Task Force: ‘Indications so far are that the worst day [for fires] is 

Sunday, followed by Saturday with the busiest time being 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.’ [Moorland 

Fire Liaison Group Minutes 7.5.2003] 

 

MFLG: reported that the ‘main swaling period [was] in mid March’ and that ‘many 

commoners took the opportunity to catch up with their Fire Plans’. 

‘the big fire on the Southern moor was condemned as a highly irresponsible act which not 

only damaged the blanket bog over the same area for the second year running, but also 
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potentially endangered the lives of a group of DoE [Duke of Edinburgh  Award] students, 

firemen and rangers. Some stock were killed.’  There had been a cost of £30,000 – 35,000 

to the Fire Service. [MFLG Minutes 7.5.2003] 

 

(118) – April: ‘the biggest fire Dartmoor has seen in a decade…broke out on the South 

Moor….It was first reported in the Hexworthy area, but quickly spread over an area of 

around 15 square kilometres. 

   Sixty firefighters battled the flames, helped by park rangers and Holne Moor 

Commoners. 

   A total of 14 fire engines, as well as paramedics and police officers, attended the 

scene…The devastating fire left large sections of Dartmoor’s striking landscape scarred 

and blackened.’ [Western Morning News, 25.4.2003] 

 

(119) - ‘Dry spring weather resulted in a fire spreading from Holne Ridge to near 

Princetown on 23 April. The main threat was to the bird nesting season, but hopefully, as 

it was early on, any displaced birds will have moved elsewhere to start again. Small 

mammals and reptiles may also have suffered, but there are no figures to verify any 

impact of fire on these creatures. 

   Although concern was expressed about the visual impact by various bodies, including 

DNPA, the area had become densely vegetated making walking very difficult. The burn 

will have removed much of this and the fresh new growth will provide better grazing for 

livestock and better walking country. 

  Already, areas of Dartmoor swaled in March and early April are greening up well with 

new growth.’ [Dartmoor Magazine, 71, Summer 2003, Back Chat, ‘Dry Weather Brings 

Fire’, 6] 

 

(120) ‘a large fire occurred in the Holne Ridge/Ter Hill areas towards the end of April, 

costing the fire service £30,000-£35,000 to extinguish. Press reports, based on 

information from English Nature, and the Dartmoor National Park, gave the public to 

understand that the area had been devastated, the blanket bog damaged, bog mosses badly 

burnt and wildlife wiped out. 

   The Editor visited the site 2 ½ weeks after the fire and extensively walked the area. The 

molinia grass had been burnt off but the whole area was green with regrowth, and the 

mosses and other vegetation appeared unscathed. Insect life was abundant, as were the 

larks singing above, and a lizard even made an appearance. With virtually no heather up 

there (a handful of sprigs had been burnt but were healthy at ground level) and no gorse, 

the visual impact of the fire was minimal and quickly fading. 

   Somewhat perplexed at the vast difference between the reports and what she saw, the 

Editor wrote to the Conservation Officer at English Nature requesting information on 

specific sites of ecological damage. However, although she received a reply, only general 

information about damage that fires could do to blanket bog on Dartmoor was 

forthcoming. 

   Several local farmers have said the fire was beneficial as it only skimmed the surface, 

taking off the old and dead grass and enabling new growth which is good for grazing 

purposes. Archaeological features  have also come to light while the grass is short, such 
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as peat cutting ties and platforms. It has also made walking over this part of the moor 

much easier for all concerned. 

  It is not certain how this fire started, but English Nature’s Conservation Officer did 

emphasise that the deliberate setting of a fire (not swaling) on the moor is highly 

irresponsible and can, given certain conditions, lead to the burning of blanket bog with 

serious and long-term consequences.’ [Dartmoor Magazine, 72, Autumn 2003, Back 

Chat, ‘Impact of Fire Exaggerated?’, 4 + photos] 

 

(121) - ‘Trendlebere Down has recovered extremely well [since the fire of 1997] both in 

terms of flora and in terms of insects and birds…But it has taken about five years to get 

to the situation where we are now.’ 

    ‘If [the fire on the South Moor] burned deeper, we could be looking at five to seven 

years [until recovery]. That is potentially one child’s upbringing – they may be denied 

enjoying that particular area of the moor.’ [DNPA spokesman reported in Western 

Morning News, ‘Scorched moors will eventually recover’, 26.4.2003] 

 

(122) 2004  - ‘The sounds and scents once commonplace have all but disappeared; the 

ring of hammer on stone, swaling of the Moor’s vegetation, bird song, and the echo of the 

ringing horn… 

   The practice of swaling is not so well planned, permissible or meaningful, for it was 

once essential to rejuvenate the Moor and replace with ash, (ash-sweeten) and kill ticks 

that carried life-threatening diseases (red-water in cattle) and bring back new young 

shoots for stock to summer graze. ‘The fire amongst the ling’, used to light up the night-

time sky, an honest natural aroma drifting off the hill, from the burning of bracken, 

heather and molinia and gorse. It was helped by one of those brisk easterly March winds, 

halted perhaps by bog, road or the ‘hedge-wall’; ‘creeping lines of fire arrested by the 

mire!’ ’ [Pearse, 2004, 364 + photograph  - ‘Swaling near Hound Tor’] 

 

(123) - Moorland Fire Liaison Group reported that the cost of swaling had been 

calculated at £76 per hectare [MFLG Minutes 24.11.2004] 

 

(124) - ‘Early spring saw deliberate fires started at night on moorland near Rippon Tor, 

Meldon Hill, Birch Tor and Haytor’ [Dartmoor Magazine, 75, Summer 2004, News in 

Brief, 7] 

 

(125) - Re: Ockerton Court - Hangingstone Hill – Black Hill, and Cut Hill – Cowsic Head 

– Walkham Head: ‘There appears to have been little swaling carried out since large 

sections suffered uncontrolled burning during the late 1990s’. There are ‘large areas of 

purple moor grass, which is becoming rank’[Jones, 2004, 1] 

‘It would appear there has been little or no swaling within the study areas for some 

years.’ [idem, 3] 

  ‘The practice of burning (swaling) can have serious consequences if carried out without 

appropriate control or at the wrong time of year; it may also cause long-term damage to 

the peat’. [idem, 4] 

  ‘Both species avoid areas of long heather and make their nests on the ground where the 

vegetation is short, through burning or grazing’ [idem, 9]. 
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   ‘The Upland Bird Surveys on 1997-9 were conducted shortly after widespread, 

uncontrolled burns. The subsequent reports noted in an area completely burnt in 1997, no 

dunlin territories were located that year. But in the same area, there were four in 1998 and 

six in 1999, when the emergent vegetation was in a state of regeneration better suited to 

waders. In 2004 the same area was covered with purple moor grass Mollinia and 

appeared to support fewer wading birds. Reduced grazing has further allowed the growth 

of Mollinia.’ [idem, 9] 

 

(126) 2005 – ‘Oral evidence gathered in the South West leads us to suggest that managed 

Molinia burning in the Dartmoor and Exmoor national parks appears to be reducing, and 

results from both English Nature and National Park pressure. It is therefore suggested that 

a thorough review of, not only past change, but of the potential consequences of future 

change is undertaken and that in particular the recent wide-spread discontinuation of an 

age-old management practice is thoroughly monitored.’ [Yallop, et al, 2005, 37] 

 

(127) - ‘Without additional financial support for hill farmers, the stock numbers will be 

greatly reduced on the commons and large areas of moorland will become under 

grazed…Defra will have to consider who will be responsible for burning moorland areas 

in future if the farmers have no incentive to manage such activities…. 

    Dartmoor farmers/commoners are the people mainly responsible for burning vegetation 

on the commons. They were encouraged in 1997 by the Dartmoor National Park 

Authority and the Commoners’ Council to devise a 5-year burning plan. Each 

commoners’ management association was asked to mark areas on a map that they wished 

to burn each year…A fire liaison group was set up (consisting of owners of the common, 

the National Park, Defra, English Nature and the Fire Service) to review the burning 

plans. The group continues to meet twice a year and over that period communication and 

cooperation between the authorities, the fire service and the commoners has greatly 

improved. Before finalising the plans, commoners consulted extensively with English 

Nature to establish the extent of the blanket bog: commoners now understand that any 

burning in these sensitive areas is prohibited. Each of the authorities and the commoners 

associations were given a copy of the burning plan in the form of an annotated map for 

each common. Commoners were encouraged to notify the Fire Service prior to burning 

because such notice is a condition for third party liability insurance cover. Mrs Sue 

Goodfellow, of the Dartmoor National Park Authority, and the Secretary of the Dartmoor 

Commoners’ Council were largely responsible for coordinating the burning plans 

produced by the commoners. A meeting was arranged in each quarter of Dartmoor 

attended by a panel of representatives from the various authorities. Plans were inspected 

and discussed with commoners and advice was given. Sensitive areas (e.g. SSSIs) 

occasionally required a site visit and an English Nature representative would explain the 

value of the area for conservation. 

   Swaling/burning plans have now become a requirement of the ESA agreements and 

have been incorporated in the management plans which are overseen by Defra project 

officers. In some areas cooperation between Defra and the commoners has worked well. 

However, where the initiative has been taken out of the commoners’ control and there is 

insufficient consideration given to the agricultural objectives (i.e. improving vegetation 

for grazing purposes), commoners are reluctant to get involved with burning plans. If the 
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plans are overburdened with restrictions, it results in a reluctance to organise a burn or to 

create new plans. 

      Following the take up of ESA schemes on Dartmoor, the number of animals kept on 

the commons was restricted and the vegetation (such as gorse, mollinia and bracken) has 

rapidly increased. The resulting under grazed vegetation, particularly mollinia, is a 

recognized fire hazard and the fear of fires getting out of control and farmers losing ESA 

payments (if plans are not strictly adhered to) leads to a lack of interest in burning 

activity by the commoners. Considering the increased risk of accidental fires, making it 

an offence to burn heather and grass other than in accordance with burning plans… 

would further contribute to the disincentives. 

  The burning plans should remain voluntary, as the number of farmers in the uplands is 

likely to decrease dramatically with the recent change in the financial support. It is 

envisaged that farms will become larger units with less available labour. Carrying out a 

swaling operation over a large area requires a sufficient number of people and good 

organisation to ensure that it is done safely. The dwindling number of active commoners 

in the uplands will not have the incentive to burn if they are burdened with [a] 

compulsory rather than a voluntary code for burning activities. 

   Commoners consider that a regular patchwork of controlled burning is required to 

inhibit the spread of fires (short vegetation, in effect, acts as an additional fire break), and 

this was the traditional practise. The concern is that long, rank vegetation developed as a 

result of under grazing (and which becomes unpalatable to stock in the long term), is a 

fire risk and the fear is that a large scale, hot fire will destroy huge areas of the moorland 

landscape. Defra staff are finding it difficult to prepare moorland management plans 

(including burning plans) on Dartmoor because of restructuring within the organisation 

and a lack of capable staff. In the interim, the vegetation remains unchecked and under 

grazed which increases the fire hazard. 

    …On Dartmoor the burning season takes place between the 1 October and 31 March. 

The season finishes earlier than the statutory date of 15 April because of the activity of 

ground nesting birds. Hill farmers are now aware that 31 March is the last day on which 

burning may take place on the Dartmoor commons and it causes no problems as it is 

understood and has been adhered to for ma[n]y years….’ 

[Letter from C. A. Seage, Secretary of Dartmoor Commoners’ Council to Mr Jim 

Younger, Heather & Grass Burning Review Team, Ergon House, Horseferry Road, 

London SW1P 2AL, 13 December 2005]. 

 

6. Recollections of swaling, late 19
th 

- 20
th

 century: 
 

(128) - John Hamlyn (born at Bellever, central Dartmoor, 8 January 1883) knew March 

as ‘the swaling month.’ He  remembered a fire burning round Birch Tor for a week or 

two, and a similar one round Langlakes. There was no pattern to the swaling. It was ‘just 

as it happened to be’. An area of heather would be burnt when approx. 18 inches high. 

They wouldn’t stay watching it…He remembered the whole of Soussons Common being 

burnt off one time at the end of March and near the end of the hunting season. He 

watched the fox run across it, throwing up a light trail of ashes behind it, and followed by 

the hounds which threw up a great cloud of ash. [Noted conversation 3 July 1985 in 
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notebook in possn. Tom Greeves] [see also above (107): Goodfellow, 1998, 10 re ‘an old 

man’s recollections re swaling’ (JH was the same source)]  

 

(129) - ‘Tom Endacott told me about the practice on Throwleigh Common: 

   We used to swale practically every March. We seemed to get drier and cold windy 

weather then and it made the vegetation friable. It did the moor a lot of good. During the 

war [Second World War 1939-45] the common never got swaled because of the 

restrictions of the blackout. You got shot if you so much as lit a cigarette at night let 

alone anything else! But all the gorse got too big. From Shilstone Tor right along to 

Shilley Pool the gorse grew to about seven feet high and when the war was over and it 

was lit, the fire went through the whole lot and got down into the roots and killed it. I 

remember when we got married, outside of Clannaborough [Throwleigh] you could still 

see the black stumps. Then the bracken took over. That’s what spoiled our side of the 

moor.’ [Chapman, 2000, 79] 
 

(130) - ‘Ned Northmore of Kingshead, Widecombe who came to the parish in 1934, also 

commented:  

  We used to burn the common every year. Let the vegetation get as high as this room and 

its ruined. The heather and gorse would be about a foot high with swaling. Buitiful! 

You’d burn some but it would soon get up again! And all the young shoots of the 

wortleberry used to come up through – it didn’t kill it. Just burning the top off didn’t kill 

anything down to the roots. But it did kill all the ticks in the sheep. Swaling was done up 

to Lady Day in March and then that was it.’ [Chapman, 2000, 79] 

 

(131) - ‘The practice of swaling in March June [Caunter] explained, took place on ‘Down 

Ridge’, the Holne side of Hexworthy. Her husband [Edward Caunter, b. 1941] would 

light a huge ‘bonfire’ as June called the burning of the moorland vegetation. She spoke of 

the small areas of swaling that seem to take place today [c.2004]  This could be a 

problem because sheep could unwantedly drift away from their ‘lears’ to find another 

small area to graze. Whereas bigger burnt areas as done in the past would help hold the 

sheep, grazing the young regrowth…it seems Green Hill itself was little burnt…’ [Pearse, 

2004, 70-71] 

 

 (132)  - ‘[Diana Coaker] distinctly remembers Peter Legassick helping things along by 

dragging a lit hessian bag behind his ‘bay cobbey horse’ he was riding (‘a lighted piece of 

sack’) to burn the Moor, and he could just drop the rope it was attached to if things 

became too warm and gallop away. This all happened at the top of Deep Swincombe 

towards Fox Tor.’ [Pearse, 2004, 77] 

 

(133) - ‘Colin [Irish of Grendon] used to help with the ‘swaling’ on Hameldon in the 

spring so that re-growth of the heather in future years would be enhanced by the ashes 

remaining from the burning and this helped to nourish the recovering heather and grass 

aided by stock grazing and treading. Obviously the burnt areas were sweetened by this 

‘swaling’ routine; almost like a coat of lime!’ [Pearse, 2004, 137] 

 

(134) - ‘On one particular day at ‘Pitton’, Douglas [Nosworthy] took it into his own 

hands, when not very old, to set alight Hameldon. Douglas explained he thought it 
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wanted burning badly, but there are woods on all sides too. His father found Douglas was 

responsible and gave him a good hiding and sent him to bed. Then in a different mood the 

next morning his father said, ‘you didn’t do a bad job after all’! 

   Hazel also recounts they went on Swaling parties from Holwell and matches were 

dropped everywhere.’ [Pearse, 2004, 208-9 + photograph (p.209) of ‘Swaling under 

Kings Tor, Hameldown’] 

 

(135) - ‘Reflecting on the difference in vegetation on Dartmoor, Margaret [Phipps of 

Newcott Farm, Poundsgate] remarked that Leusdon Green near to the Tavistock Inn and 

Newcott, used to be very bare of growth during the late 1970’s, but today it’s grown-in 

and one can’t walk through it. Swaling practices were different in the past and on the 

open moor the flowering heather might take several years to re-establish after burning, 

but recovery was assured. Whereas today the ferns can take over along with the native 

grass species, such as molinia. Whortle berries (Werts) too are less common, strangled by 

other wild plants on the moor also referred to as ‘urts’ and ‘hurts’!’ [Pearse, 2004, 230] 

 

(136) - ‘Speaking of the ‘moors burning’, Arthur [Courtier, of Haytor] said further back 

in time swaling was universal in the spring and around Haytor the whole village would go 

up on the moor of an evening with a box of matches.’ [Pearse, 2004, 298] 

 

(137) - Re Hernspitt Farm, Meavy: ‘Swaling too was a planned issue on[c]e in ten years 

to a place to break the cycle, and pieces of moorland were burnt for stock ‘to move onto’ 

and gain young grazing from regrowth of gorse, heather and moorland grass shoots.’ 

[Pearse, 2004, 331] 

 

(138) - Re Corndonford, Widecombe:  ‘Hoggs [male sheep] were put up on to the 

common in April-May, before the ewes. The hoggs became charcoal grey from rubbing 

the ‘black sticks’ of gorse and heather left standing amongst the rocks as a result of the 

swaling; the soots clinging to their faces and legs. They seemed very fit and their wool 

was a blue-grey colour. 

   As animals searched for the young shoots of gorse, grass and heather, which is 

encouraged to grow as a result of the burning, they rub against the burnt sticks, and some 

snap off making a cracking noise, as animals push through these stark black areas. Black 

sticks (‘light sticks’) were collected to light fires in winter! 

   The sheep especially find the new shoots very nourishing and quite soon after swaling 

are seen browsing what appear to be ‘black deserts’, staying for hours on these newly 

swaled patches finding the emerging shoots sweeter, and softer on the mouth. 

   The practice of swaling is a very old moorland tradition and when thousands of animals 

pastured the moor in the past, pasture quality was also controlled by systematic burning, 

and the animals excrement also dressed the acid peat. 

   Bessie [French] said, ‘everybody seemed to drop a match in March, and it might get 

into a hedge a bit! 

  She remembers her father and brother saying from the farm, ‘that fire is still going out 

there’, (‘out auver’). 
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   Terry [French] said ‘Hameldown could be burning two days and two nights lighting up 

the night-time sky on the moor, towards the direction of Kings Tor, creeping over a big 

area.’ [Pearse, 2004, 344-5] 

 

The following items are taken from the Dartmoor National Park Authority’s 

‘Moor Memories’ oral history project recordings (Project Officer - Becky 

Newell): 
 

(139) - Gordon Partridge (b. 1926): ‘I might never see it but one day Dartmoor will have 

a fire, it’ll be like bush fires in America and they’ll never stop it, because they’re trying to 

stop swaling as you know – they don’t like you swaling do they because if you light the 

moors up here and somebody rings up and the fire engines hear and puts it out. But if 

they don’t do something about it that’s what’s gonna happen Dartmoor will get like a 

forest like it used to be and one day somebody will light it and the whole lot will burn…’ 

[DNPASA01] 

‘We used to swale when we went to Leusdon School, go across the road and light it 

up…they thought it was the bigger boys, but it wasn’t, ’twas the little ones that light up 

the fires, we had all the common going beautiful…Everybody used to burn it…’ 

[DNPASA19] 

 

(140) - Leonard Norrish  [re Leusdon Common]: ‘but it didn’t burn for very long because 

there was never much up there, you see, we used to burn it every year…but now if you 

put a match to it it would burn for hours like.’ [DNPASA19] 

 

(141) - John Arden (b. 1933): ‘…the spread of gorse is horrendous on the moor…the 

National Park and people like that don’t like people burning it off, they used to burn 

much more, what they call swaling was done much more determinedly than it is 

now…everybody used to do swaling…’ 

‘…basically it was to, you know it still is, to kill the gorse and wherever it’s been swaled 

you get nice fresh grass coming up, you see if you’ve got lots of gorse growing there no 

animal could put his head through the gorse to get, because he pricks his nose you see, 

it’s as simple as that, and in the end it kills the grass underneath, so it’s a vicious 

circle…’ [DNPASA07] 

 

(142) - Cyril Abel (b. 1933): ‘…out on the moors the heather has disappeared quite a bit, I 

think that’s more to do with the fires that have been out there swaling…Organised 

swaling is all right, it’s necessary, but these spring fires is a disaster…very often the soil 

has started to dry out naturally with weather, then you get a few dry days and somebody 

go out there with a match, set fire to it, and the peat can soon catch itself like, you know, 

well if you get down in the peat, in the roots its kill it quicker that anything, it will. I 

mean I’ve been out when they [had] one or two bad fires, I’ve been out in the peat side of 

it, and you come across some ashes, once I stepped in the thing and went down up to that 

[his waist] in clear ashes…’ 

‘…a few dry days in February is ideal for swaling…it just takes off the dead stuff…the 

old, last year’s growth, and perhaps a year or two’s growth…’ 
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‘…there’s no old heather…, nothing that’s 20 year old or anything like that…used to be a 

fair bit like…several year ago there was a stand of heather, well, pretty nigh high as this 

thing, as high as the chair perhaps and, oh I don’t know, it would be 70 or 80 acres I think 

and one day, I think it was the middle of February I thought, ‘Bugger me, there isn’t 

much goodness left in this’, and set fire to it, well time April that had started to green 

over quite nicely like,…there’s still quite a bit of heather, but there’s a lot more growth to 

it, because back then all you had was something like that there, all the heather was on the 

top and you had a foot, 18 inches of just the stalk and a black mess on the bottom like, 

earth, peat, and stuff like. Where as now you still got that peat but you got a cover of the 

grasses as well as the heather, if you follow, but ’tis all young and ’tisn’t that 

woody…it’s better for the sheep, I know that…’[DNPASA15] 

 

(143) - Anthony Beard (b. 1936): ‘…after swaling the gorse, when the gorse has been 

burnt, the first thing that happens, virtually before the fire’s gone out, is the ponies will 

go right in and eat off all the green shoots on the top of the gorse bushes, and the reason 

is that the heat has softened it, you know, and instead of it being sharp and prickly, it 

becomes soft, and it’s almost like an oil in it, almost like eucalyptus, the sort of oil in it 

and they love the stuff, but they snap all that off, bite that off, and in the process of going 

in there to bite that off, they also break the sticks off, you see, and by the 12 months after, 

those sticks will be dead and all on the ground and cottagers and farmers collected them, 

we called them black sticks because they were black…But they were the burnt gorse 

sticks, and they were used for firelighters you see.’ [DNPASA17] 

 

(144) - Colin Pearse (b. 1947): ‘…in March, you were getting a very organised period of 

swaling, so, 10% of the moor would be burnt, so you’d get this rejuvenation of the 

pasture, you’d get this sweetening up of the pasture from the ash of the burning and you 

were giving the stock this precious grass from burning, because then your gorse and all 

your rubbish was burnt off, which it’s not today.’ 

‘…I still think that probably the worse damage to Dartmoor has been the lack of swaling, 

I do think that, because if you took in 10% every year, over ten years you’ve swaled 

Dartmoor, which is not long in farming terms.’ 

‘…[What needs to be burned is the] old heather, the old gorse, the bracken, so, if you’re 

not doing the whole of Dartmoor at once, you have this nice succession of growth, 

because some of the ponies like the old heather and some of the Scotch sheep are what 

they call heather croppers, so they like the heather as well, so you have this succession of 

growth. And you also, if you’re not careful and you only burn a very small bit, all the 

animals will home in on that and do more damage than good, and that’s what’s happening 

now really, they’re not burning big enough areas to actually give the animals a bit more 

scope, and improve it, because as soon as you burn it the little shoots come up in no time, 

you know.  It’s just wonderful, it is a wonderful practice and it’s an age old practice, and 

what’s so great about it is that, you know, I’ve talked to chaps and they’ve said, ‘Oh, still 

burning out over’, wonderful expression, not worried about it, because it will hit the wall 

somewhere, it will stop, or hit a bog or something, it will stop, they weren’t worried 

about it, they weren’t out there beating with National Park Wardens or nothing, they just 

let it run, and it was all right…’ 
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(145) - [Hazel Pearse]: ‘…Bessie French at Widecombe said, didn’t she, if they put down 

a match coming home from school it would burn for a week, well now, two years ago I 

went up and put down a match and within 10 minutes the fire brigade was there, and I 

mean we’re doing good, the animals love it, six months after you’ve swaled they love it 

there.’ 

[DNPASA18] 

 

(146) - John Edmunds (b. 1934): ‘…when I started riding the moor after I left school in 

1950, both on the Forest and home commons there was much more heather and generally 

there was more vegetation…[but then] we tended to get people who didn’t practise the 

old-fashioned swaling, which is to burn a certain area of land, relatively small area of 

land in a rough rotation, which meant there was always some fresh vegetation coming 

on…’ 

‘…where we had the old Redlake Tramway, someone was driving down in a pickup 

stopping every now and again to start another fire, which just burnt large areas, there was 

nothing methodical or scientific or in fact practical about it so, as the vegetation got burnt 

off the ability of the peat to hold water began to change, because the peat began to dry 

out, it was not protected by as much growth on the surface…’ 

‘A lot of the south quarter has been the subject of burning, somebody would light a fire 

out about Hexworthy side, regardless, one particular case it went right across virtually 

towards Sheepstor, and they were getting a bit concerned about the woods around 

Burrator…’  

‘…everything changed with the War, really, it all changed after the War, gradually, into 

the 50s and into the 60s, stabilised a bit more in the 80s and the 90s, but much of the 

damage had been done then.’ 

‘Burning is just dropping a match, regardless of where the fire’s going to go, regardless 

of the type of vegetation you’re burning; swaling is controlled burning, when you do it 

when the weather conditions are right, for a specific purpose in a specific area. We are 

trying, under the Environmentally Sensitive Area schemes to go back to that genuine 

swaling, rather than the casual just dropping the match…Burning tends to be done – ‘Oh, 

it’s a dry day, let’s just light a match and go -  swaling is done when the conditions are 

right, that the vegetation under the ground is wet, and only the surface vegetation which 

needs burning will be burnt, that’s the big difference.’ 

‘[Swaling] gets rid of dead grass, heather which [is] getting towards the end of its 

lifespan, and it encourages new growth, grasses and the heather, where the heather is 

perhaps a little bit old and lanky, young heather is getting suppressed because there’s a 

lot of grass, it all gets burnt off and the young heather gets a chance to re-establish itself 

and come on again, and you get a proper mosaic pattern of heather in different stages of 

growth…’ 

[DNPASA20] 

 

(147) - Bessie French (b. 1916):  went swaling during the lunch break from Leusdon 

School.  ‘…especially the boys in the time of year when you could go swaling, there was 

no large gorse bushes on Leusdon then…you’d go out with parents and know what to do, 

and then the boys would go out on Leusdon, there was no large gorse bushes and very 
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little bracken you see, because it was all swaled off in the spring, and it wasn’t dangerous 

to children because they’d know what they were doing…’ 

‘…it started in, I think it was, the beginning of February or the middle of February and 

went on until sometime in March…’ 

‘…I don’t think anybody now has any idea what the moors were like years ago…it was 

little gorse bushes…It’s changed a lot really, because now as there’s no swaling 

everywhere’s becoming overgrown…’ [DNPASA21] 

 

(148) - Henry John Cooper (b. 1925): ‘there hasn’t been any [swaling] done here [north 

Dartmoor] now for several years…It had been over done one time, and the troops firing 

sometimes they catch it alight with their firing, well now if they catch anything alight 

they have to stop firing and go and put it out…I know there was a big fire once started 

over on Cawsand…out over the top Cawsand, it started there and it spread right on this 

way and went on out towards Two Bridges and Princetown, hell of an area…several 

years back now, but that’s the biggest fire I ever known on Dartmoor, and didn’t want 

any more like that either.’ 

‘…I rent some of the moor out there…and I used to swale that occasionally, about once 

every four years, something like that, but that’s all, just to improve the keep a bit…the 

only trouble was, burning that out there was all very well but then everybody else’s stock 

would come there, you see, when the grass came up fresh, sweet, you get everyone else’s 

stock coming onto that piece, so you didn’t really gain anything, and it was the same 

when up the far end there if they had fire up there, which they did occasionally, well a lot 

of my sheep and cattle used to go from here, go out there the other end of the ring road 

and you’d have to go up there to see them.’ [DNPASA22] 

 

(149) - Edith Helley (b. 1920): ‘we all used to go swaling actually, from [Leusdon] 

school…Valerie’s mother was a terror for it!...for fun…we used to put a long rag in 

paraffin and then put in a…carbide tin, you know because lights were lit by carbide then 

– and then it would last for ages, you’d go all over the place lighting!...Only from 

February to end of March…’ (Barbara Norrish interjected ‘21
st
 February till the 24

th
 of 

March’) [DNPASA23] 

 

(150) - Arnold Cole (b. 1947): ‘if we seed a patch of grass that was getting too rank or too 

old, too sour, we’d just drop a match to it and let it burn…we knew what was fit to burn 

because the stock would tell us…well when you were riding around and you would see a 

patch of land that was, you had a lot of lambs with Tick Pyenema and you knew then and 

you could see the grass was getting long you would go up in the winter and burn that area 

off, but now they don’t seem to think that’s right somehow.’ 

‘We would do it February, March time, we might do the gorse bushes just after Christmas 

‘cos the ponies loved to eat the gorse bushes after they’re burnt, ‘cos Dad used to chop 

gorse bushes, or the ends the little green shoots ‘cos it’s very high in iodine and ponies 

love… you’ll see ponies eating the green and once you burn a gorse bush, if he burns 

quickly you only burn the old dry bits of gorse bush, not the green of it, of course the 

ponies come along then and nibble it off…’ [DNPASA28] 
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(151) - Lionel Gloyn (b. 1917): ‘I know out over Amicombe there [the heather] got to 

about two foot high you couldn’t get the sheep down through it, and then you see when 

you burnt it it comes up all young and green like corn…[the sheep] do better you see, and 

of course you get rid of the bugs…1950 there wasn’t a lot of bullocks out there.’ 

[DNPASA29] 

 

(152) - Anne Came (b. 1942): ‘As children…we used to go up and swale [in the Haytor 

area]…take a box of matches up and just set fire to the gorse…You just did a patch about 

as big as this room [approx. 12 ft square]…but the end of March it stopped, because 

that’s when you weren’t allowed to do it after that.’ 

‘…February, March, as soon as you got a couple of dry days you went up and did a bit of 

swaling…it was meant to be the farmers, but we just used to go up and do it, great fun it 

was, and all the children, everybody used to do it, so the whole moor was sorted. 

Nowadays with all these stupid rules you’ve got massive, massive undergrowth and if it 

does set fire it goes like Trendlebere you see…’ 

‘…swaling…used to kill the [heather] beetles off or kill whatever….the ponies in the 

spring absolutely love the burnt gorse…if you burn a bit of gorse up on the moors 

ponies… will come from everywhere and eat it…’ 

‘…It was always done by people who knew what they were doing, and properly done, 

and it was always done every spring.’ [DNPASA32] 

 

(153) - Arthur Courtier (b. 1914): [re Haytor area] – ‘Gorse wasn’t like it is now six foot 

high nearly, it was kept fairly low because we burnt it off regularly, and there was none 

of this messing about burning this little bit today, and this little patch next year – when it 

needed burning off the commoners burnt it off, and the locals, as children they came up 

from the village, we’d burn it day or evenings as well…’ [DNPASA33] 

 

(154) - Freda Wilkinson (b. 1923): – ‘swaling used to be done, as often as not by children 

coming home from school and dropping a match for a bit of fun, you know, local 

children, and you never got very huge areas of completely unburnt gorse…now you get 

gorse sort of five foot high and going on for 50 acres sort of thing! But you didn’t in 

those days because it got burnt so often….’ [DNPASA35] 

 

(155) - David German (b. 1942): ‘I can remember swaling on a scale where…the skyline 

would be lit at night for days and weeks on end, huge fires, not all the same time, but 

there was a period…when I was about…13, 14…’ 

‘…my uncles had South Hessary Newtake…[and] they would burn strips, every seven 

years, of heather…in seven years it would grow again and then each year they’d burn a 

small patch every seven years, and that’s how they kept it fresh, young and beautiful.’ 

[DNPASA36] 

 

(156) - Sylvia Needham (b. 1914): ‘swaling took place [on Holne Commons] every year, 

under strict control…we loved it, it was a marvellous opportunity to be able to go and 

burn you see, you were under orders and under control and it was highly sensible…it was 

very strictly adhered to, it was marked out, you must not exceed the bounds for that 

year…’ 
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‘…the theory was that the moor would be burnt, not more than about half a dozen times 

in ten years, I suppose, something like that….I was only a schoolchild really, but under 

orders, as it were.’ 

‘…today there’s no law about it, I’m afraid that there’s a lot of illicit swaling, you can’t 

call that swaling, it’s burning – to swale is to burn advisedly and for the good of the 

commons and the creatures that exist on it…’ [DNPASA37] 

 

(157) - Fred Willcocks (b. 1913): ‘they used to burn the furze, what they call swaling, in 

March…which does a lot of good really and it soon recovers…Well we used to make fun 

of it, young ones, we used to go out towards Blackaton Commons…I used to go swaling 

as well, up on Widecombe Downs up above Northway – in fact my great uncle used to 

raze his sheep there and I think he used to give me a half a crown to swale for him.’ It 

was ‘not much’ organised and ‘a couple of different areas’ of furze were burnt each year. 

After swaling ‘…people used to gather black sticks…for their fire, that’s people with 

cottages who didn’t have any wood.’ [DNPASA40] 

 

(158) - Deborah Hannaford (b. 1924): ‘I presume it was the rule of the landlord, you 

didn’t swale after the 14
th

 of March, some years you could swale, some years you 

couldn’t, they didn’t worry about it, if it wasn’t suitable for swaling this year well it was 

done next year…’ 

‘..Father wouldn’t let us go [swaling], of course you always got boys who – I remember 

the whole of Hamel Down being alight one year and it burnt for days and days and days. I 

mean some youngsters, boys, had set it alight and it got too far before anybody saw it…’ 

‘…when [Father] went up to swale they swaled for their own benefit because of the 

cattle, all the lovely new grass came in the spring, if you’ve swaled it, so they did it for 

their own benefit, but they controlled it, I mean the day had to be right before he went 

swaling, they wouldn’t go when there was a terrific wind blowing so that they couldn’t 

control it…’ [DNPASA42] 

 

(159) - Simon Booty (b. 1941/2): ‘…I did some [swaling] this year and got thoroughly 

ticked off for it! There isn’t enough done now, we’re going to run into problems in the 

years to come I think, because the growth is getting so high, with the under stocking and 

the lack of swaling we’re going to get problems like we had on Holne Moor this year and 

like we had on Trendlebere, where fires get out of control. When I first came here 

swaling on Holne Moor used to last probably two or three days, nobody took any notice 

of it…I think the rule of thumb is to burn when it’s up to your knees, if it gets above that 

you’re going to do a lot of harm, ’cos you’ll burn the roots of the heather and kill it, 

whereas if it’s fairly young, if you burn it every seven to ten years, and also, I think, you 

burn with the wind rather than against the wind, you get a lighter burn and it doesn’t do 

so much damage to the roots, whereas now everybody says you’ve got to burn against the 

wind but you get the heat going all the time, because the fire goes slower, and it goes 

through the roots and kills off the heather and the gorse will come through then, that’s my 

opinion.’ [DNPASA44] 
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